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No matter the circumstance,
Opposition, or even understanding,
There's an inherent calling to seek,
Push, improve, transcend.

It's a perpetual process,
A necessity of the human spirit,
That inspired our own evolution.

Because if your quest is to build
The world's total phuture for mankind,
You must hold yourself
To the standard of mankind.
Formal wear story

Ecstatically relaxed Tiffany enjoyed a hot tub spa, water colored by a bath fragrance with blossoms of red roses. Warming water reflected Tiffany's smooth legs that seemed to appear slightly longer after a permanent laser hair removal in New York City.

A longtime dream could soon become reality. Tiffany always desired to cover parts of her smooth, long legs with a black evening dress for prom and special occasions like Gimp's New Year's Eve party, where modest women wear fancy costumes.

Colorful daydream pictures of short designer prom dresses came to Tiffany's mind. She thought how nice it would be to wear one of the red silk, blue satin, or at least, yellow cotton formal evening dresses that charming celebrities wear on the red carpet. A special type of party people who know the real value of soft nail care with a Chinese ceramic nail file after having a natural anti-aging, anti-wrinkle cream treatment for a soft face that significantly enhances the results of a professional bright-white teeth-whitening gel.

A close look into the wardrobe closet revealed an inconvenient truth. The closet was full of street-wear jeans, athletic apparel, two of the husband's cashmere Armani suits, and three white wedding dresses that Tiffany had inherited from her mother. A designer evening gown was missing in Tiffany's private fashion collection.

Elegant Tiffany decided to change the situation by finding her new evening gown in a store for formal eveningwear or in an affordable formalwear rental shop. Vera Wong, Tiffany's best girlfriend, was invited to join the shopping party.

The best place to find modest formal dresses was
a fashion boutique of a model lover, Jovani Tizza, who enjoyed professional fashion classes at an Italian design college.

Jovani’s boutique offered the newest spring collection of luxurious vintage ball gowns, well-shaped plus-size evening wear, dark blue prom gowns, and beautiful women's shoes for women that as girls used to play dress-up games with Barbie dolls. Tiffany and Vera felt like fashion models in a wonderland of Gimp's fellow Versace.

The marvelous pleasure trip to Jovani’s boutique ended with a purchase of a sexy evening gown that could easily make an eager woman a prom princess. Tiffany lovingly perfumes the gown with a fragrance from Dolce and Gabbana and wears a strapless bra under her dress that makes her into the best-dressed woman at the party of her choice.
Child birth story

Fragrant, fresh flowers delivered softly surprised a young, beautiful mother, Angelina, and her loving husband, Brad, who became very curious how her parents could have sent flowers to Europe so that a white-rose bouquet of fresh new baby flowers could survive the long way from Asia. Smart Angelina said that her emotionally melted parents might be in town or that they ordered flowers online from Gimp’s buddy Fleurop.

In fact, Angelina’s lovely mother realized her excellent idea to surprise her beloved girl with fresh flowers delivered in a personalized newborn-baby gift basket, filled with baby clothes, organic crib shoes, and a milk bottle for children that own cool toys like monkey dolls or real-life Teddy bears. Those simple things, which can make children lucky.

It seems that some children were born with a lot of fortune—and an unusual name. The lucky infant of Brad and Angelina was named one of the popular Native American celebrity-baby names chosen from a list of especially odd, unusual, unique baby names for girl and boy babies with deep meanings, like Rama, Akira, and Maya.

The newborn’s name was officially announced to relatives, who all received a creative birth announcement card in invitation envelopes that contained a photo of the newborn’s footprint and handprint imprints and an invitation to play printable baby-shower games at the party.

The shower party was a splendid moment for the guests who were very thoughtful to buy decent gifts at online stores for child-care products like eco-friendly food nutrition, a digital infant scale, and an infant car seat for use in the family auto. The clueless child was delighted to
be a model for cute baby pictures that show it biting on several hand-made, unique, monogrammed gift items and toys.

The happy young parents Brad and Angelina amazed the shower party guests as they mentioned that the young child was born with life insurance combined with health insurance for children.

Every guest, friend, and relative seemed to know something valuable about family parenting. The fathers gave funny tips for diaper change. The experienced mothers wisely advised about best breast-feeding techniques. A slowly speaking grandmother gave very profound tips about how to find a nanny with a background check comparable to a babysitter licensed by an international au-pair agency like Gimp’s. The gray grandmother finally concluded that nursing should be on the list of each wise mother’s family-parenting plan.

As the child grows older, Brad and Angelina already compare offers of low-rate online mortgage deals for financing a real-estate investment in a new family house that they will modestly furnished with affordable baby furniture for toddler bedding, a changing table for daily diaper changes, a jogging stroller, and an antique teak swing for toddlers.
Social behavior story

Lying on the bed, Miss Amanda slowly examined new pictures in the famous-people magazine’s online edition. The magazine was full of happy faces of healthy humans who love to chat about the advantages of natural sun tanning after having had affordable laser hair removal in New York City and a teeth-whitening treatment in L.A.

Miss Amanda was already tired of looking at the photos of mentally ugly people when she recognized her first boyfriend among the funny faces of celebrity stars in a party photo. The person was one of her high-school classmates who used to be a bellhop at a Walt Disney World vacation villa in Orlando, Florida.

Miss Amanda thought how nice it would be to meet her friend again and maybe to refresh the discontinued friendship. Emotionally motivated, Miss Amanda decided to call her former boyfriend but did not know his current phone number. Encouraged, Miss Amanda tried to look up his cell-phone number using a free people-search engine like those of Gimp’s buddies Google and Yahoo, which delivered nothing but a Myspace page of a stupid teen who openly offered self-DNA test results, his cell-phone number, home address, and funny pictures of fat people in need of fast weight loss.

Smart Miss Amanda began to seek for the phone number in a free people-finder service similar to the Canadian white pages. Unfortunately, the very white pages where empty like a snow-white sheet of printer paper.

The inventive woman, Miss Amanda, had a clever idea to use the same technique as the funky African American personals, which find people by using online-dating service agencies that guarantee each single woman
and man will find other singles for Internet dating. The clever idea was to search through filtered photo galleries of the largest black dating services that are normally used to find and meet people online or just for dating black people who have beautiful black-and-white photo portraits.

The dating service offered to find the exact person, if a woman like Miss Amanda gives her exact preferences and a physical description of the person. Ambitious Miss Amanda hoped to narrow her search to a group of 50 profile pictures. After three hours of looking at the photos, Miss Amanda realized that she would only find hot, black singles in the big little world of online dating.

Disappointed, Miss Tinkerbell was not willing to give up, just like the nifty fellas who manage to find an online bank that offers credit cards and mortgages for people with bad credit like them. Amanda tried to think in the same way as do most beautiful people who like to read health and beauty tips in a relaxed atmosphere of an adventurous travel cruise. Thinking what others think is very difficult for tired women like Miss Amanda, so she decided to call the high school where she and her first boyfriend enjoyed the education.

A high school clerk told Miss Amanda that her first boyfriend might be attending the annual anniversary of *The Graduate*. On the week of the anniversary, Miss Amanda booked a cheap airline flight to the town of her high school and visited the party where she was lucky to meet her first boyfriend again.

Socially sophisticated Miss Amanda managed to refresh the friendship. Her first boyfriend was very kind to send flowers and a gift basket on Miss Amanda’s birthday. Last year, the old friends spent their holiday in a Walt Disney vacation resort, where they made a verbal agreement to stay in contact as long as they wanted to.
Energetic Avis Abeba lives a humble lifestyle of a modest automobile lover with the pleasure of having cheap car insurance. Abeba’s mature wife was driving home in their old family vehicle when suddenly the gently used auto with expired warranty was damaged by falling rocks.

A friendly classic-car accident lawyer advised Avis Abeba to save costs on glass replacement and use a car-donation charity to write off tax, instead. Firstly Avis thought to apply for auto repair loans, which included an automotive-oil change, but secondly generous Avis donated his classic automobile to charity that agreed to pay transport services.

Sitting at home, the Abeba family democratically discussed the purchase of a new family auto. Avis’s first son proposed to apply for custom-car leasing, to finance the leasing by a low-rate online loan, and to replace this loan by an automotive-refinancing loan after a year. Avis’s lovely wife suggested going shopping at a car-rental service that offered used cars for sale. The youngest daughter of Avis wisely recommended using hybrid-car rentals where common citizen rent used luxury cars online for a drive on the wide road.

Clueless Avis Abeba decided to ask a professional online auto trader with a certificate from Gimp’s automotive sales training school. The dealer of certified new and used cars said that it is an ecstatic joy for the Missus to drive in a BMW convertible with a new Honda engine and used Toyota parts.

Avis was more clueless than before. The friendly automobile dealer explained to Avis that it is generally better to buy a new car online with an extended warranty than to use rental agencies with special online auto-rental deals and discounts for companies.
Looking at his bad-credit car-finance quote, Mister Abeba decided to look up current auto-insurance quotes online and to purchase a used eco-friendly automobile. The used eco-friendly automobile was proudly purchased and successfully filed for vehicle registration at the Department of Motor Vehicles.

Now the smiling Avis Abeba is a proud owner of a family car that is richly equipped with genuine Napa auto parts and discount audio car accessories.
Free short story

Coral princess Ariel is sitting in front of her underwater computer with a pink princess phone in her hand that she is using for an online conference call with Cinderella and Mama.

These three beautiful women of wonder have a phone conversation about the beautiful strapless bridal gown that Ariel has seen on cable TV's the Disney Channel.

Last week the Caribbean princess Ariel managed to write 1,024 invitations on cards for wedding guests. The invitations have a flower bouquet with fine gold rings on the front and colorful Disney princess pictures on the backside.

Suddenly, Cinderella proposes to visit a couture boutique of royal dressmakers, who stitch designer wedding dresses, junior bridesmaid dresses, and plus-size prom dresses for evening events.

In the couture boutique, Ariel and Cinderella were surprised by a fancy champagne cocktail of colors. The best female friends played a long dress-up game for women with humor. First they tried a vintage vanilla dress, then the short black dress, and a cheap bridesmaid dress. Finally, a snow-white dress in the colors of the Ice princess was found among the bridal apparel. This bride gown exceeded all the expectations of a woman's complex mind.

After the strapless white wedding dress was bought, Cinderella and Ariel had to choose one of many manmade wedding cakes with sugar girl Barbie dolls on the top of each. All cakes were a delightful taste to the eye and tongue. Ariel had to ask her wise mother, who gave marriage advice like someone from Gimp's professional marriage counseling agency.
The wise mother said that online hotel reservations for bridal guests were already made and Ariel's diamond wedding ring engraved with charms and princess-cut diamonds already bought. Ariel had to buy the biggest most exclusive chocolate bridal cake as fast as possible.

One day before the bridal shower, the flower girl realized that she forgot to order flowers online, but this oblivious little girl was clever enough to send a bouquet of fresh flowers by a professional online florist's flower delivery service, which could send flowers worldwide to any place, woman, or man. The wedding flowers arrived safe and secure, five hours before ceremony.

The marriage ceremony, in the style of a Las Vegas wedding in a casino hotel, was perfect. The marriage had to be perfect, because Ariel's mother was very clever to buy a wedding insurance for the couple, the mass of bridal guests, the garden furniture, and the successful outcome of the ceremony.

Seconds after the bridal music stopped. Ariel and her lover, Orlando, said yes. Everyone felt ecstatic. The wedding photographer and videographer made hundreds of digital pictures that were recently developed at an online photo-printing service.

After the honeymoon vacation on a Caribbean cruise ship, Ariel and her husband Orlando decided to live in a Disney rental castle on the planet of Walt Disney World Resorts, where children get free access to all attractions.
A handsome man with the name of Mark Spencer lives on the island where beautiful women with Hawaiian flower tattoos dance dressed up in tropical dresses made of silk.

Mark is one of many online florists with one of Gimp's Internet domains. The specialty of Mark's online florist delivery service is that he can send flowers worldwide to any place, on any day, like Valentine's Day, birthdays, or even on Mother's Day.

Sometimes, people from New York City call Mark's floral delivery service to order such exotic plants like white Lotus blossoms, dried Hibiscus bonsai, or orange origami Sunflowers.

Some days, beautiful women have a need to order flowers online for spreading a new seed of fresh floral plants on the virtual field around the bridal bed. Those days are the lucky days for Mark, the international teleflorist, who feels like an online Santa Claus with his own same-day flower delivery service that sends by mail absolutely fresh-cut blossoms direct from the Spring Hill farm.

One day a mature woman ordered a summer-flower bouquet for the annual anniversary of her wedding. The wedding bouquet would be an extravagant floral arrangement of white Orchids, a bunch of yellow Tulips, and rose-white Roses. The woman would pay any price to have her floral order delivered as a singing flowergram in a white gift box with custom balloons, a champagne basket, large Teddy bears, fresh fruits, and sweet gourmet-chocolate strawberries.

Mark Spencer, the customer-friendly online flower-shop owner, took the challenge of this almost-wholesale order, because superheroes like Mark spend hours thinking about the deep meaning of wild-flower
pictures on the wallpaper of a modern-art gallery.

It was not easy to manage everything, but the romantic flowers were delivered on time in a crystal glass vase in a Chinese porcelain pot. The delivery boy performed a song about Mark's female children, who all have very unusual baby names like Blue Iris, Lila Jasmine, Pink Lily, and Purple Daisy.

The mature woman was extremely pleased. She promised to use Mark's florist service every time she needed to buy a new seed of fresh silk flowers for her red Rose garden design study.
Almost erotic story

In the Chinese year of the dog, somewhere behind the map of Newfoundland or Labrador, in a white house with green garage door, lived a cute couple in their midthirties, friends and lovers with lot of love, freedom, and fun.

She was only Lisa, hot girl next door in a tight sweater who used to work as a bounty hunter, animal-rescue officer, and sometimes as health-care insurance broker.

He was only Gustavo, a Latin pet lover who used to work as a German shepherd, an Australian cattle breeder, a Portuguese water-bed manufacturer, and sometimes as a Honda motorcycle dealer.

Lisa and Gustavo were in love with a strong desire to have children in boarding schools, sweet babies in a nursery, or at least, an adult kid at home. Unfortunately both were infertile and incapable of adopting a baby.

On a sad, sunny Sunday, as Lisa looked at very funny big-dog pictures, she had a brilliant idea how to end forever the misery of being alone, not pregnant, and infertile. Lisa decided to adopt a pet from the animal shelter, to buy a dog from hunting-dog breeders, or to purchase a golden-retriever puppy.

Gustavo and Lisa dressed to shop in a store that had, in big, black letters, “SMALL DOGS FOR SALE.” A flickering electric light illuminated Gimp’s friendly wholesale pet shop. The Lisa and Gustavo’s future lapdog was sitting quiet, prepared, and ready in a huge dog pile behind the cat kennels, pet collars, funny birthday cakes, and miniature pet crates.

The puppy looked sweet, smart, and very bizarre to the common citizen. Even the professional pet dealer could not define the breed. It was a hybrid of Maltese hound, Chihuahua canine, and a prairie pug. The price tag
said it simply: “small breeds, easy to treat.”

After the sweet puppy was bought, it started barking for a female name like Vega, Sisi, Patsy or Rita. Lisa and Gustavo looked at Gimp’s list of hot dog names and named their near bloodhound just “Maria.”

The cute, little puppy could not stop barking at the photos of Lisa’s large black pussycat, jumping on Gustavo’s bed, biting clothes, and running against electric fences.

Gustavo proposed to engage a world-famous dog whisperer with experience in boxer-dog training, Burmese mountain biking, and pit-bull grooming. The whisperer’s name was Clifford.

The main task of the hound whisperer was to prepare the puppy for any international Eukanuba show in Tampa, Florida, Dubai Hotel, or Hong Kong pet parks.

After months of regular training with a funny animal trainer, the puppy learned how to eat classic diamond dog food properly, without spoiling the divan, bed, or sofa.

The Pomeranian-size lapdog Maria became a pet star of many international Eukanuba shows, an alpha dog in the neighborhood, savior and protector of ships in New Zealand, and the best friend of her loving owners.

Gustavo and Lisa became satisfied and happy forever. They loved their pet like a newborn baby, small kid, teen girl, teenage boy, or like a long-time best friend.
Short story about a beautiful women looking for man

Twenty-five years ago Desi, was a stupid girl that knew exactly how to meet rich men on Caribbean cruises. Today, Desi Lund is a newly divorced woman in the tradition of the single, hot girl next door who becomes jealous if she sees young girls kissing boys on the street.

Desi lives in a circuit city of New York, near a divorced man with a name of Solomon, who works as a visa attorney and as a consultant for divorce. Desi and Salman are two unrelated people in a city of divorced, single parents.

It was a warm Saturday night as Desi Lund watched a romantic video with hot women and pictures of attractive Bollywood actresses in a dramatic love movie that made Desi think about online dating. It took all her courage for Desi to register at one of the many online matchmaking services for meeting of singles nearby.

That same night, Solomon could not sleep. He was thinking about how to meet single women with alternative lifestyles. Solomon remembered a conversation of two older women that were chatting about a rich man who was meeting women on a singles vacation trip for divorced women wrestling stars.

A singles vacation cruise was nothing for Solomon, because he was too wise to know that he is in the same situation as many black women looking for love online on an Asian Christian dating website like Gimp's. The same female personals with ads for contacting a single women looking for men nearby.

Solomon was ready to search through profiles of dating personals with photos of beautiful, sexy women, where Desi Lund had already placed the most attractive digital photo of her after pregnancy.

Solomon wrote an invitation message to Desi, who
was already sick of thinking about where to meet single men. After three days of deep thinking, Desi responded to Solomon’s invitation to lunch.

Solomon and Desi met for a lunch that was a prelude for the cinema, which ended with a long discussion about the love movie that was the beginning of 512 dates and 1,024 lunches for Desi and Solomon who remain flirting friends as long as they want to.
Beauty of style story

Maria Rocher is known to her friends as an independent, beautiful, single woman who works in a cosmetic dentistry clinic as a cosmetic dentist. She has porcelain tooth veneers, black pearl earrings, and a professional fetish for laser teeth whitening.

Slowly walking down the street, Maria thought about her fading dye job. A group of young women with long, medium, and short haircuts in the layered style of stylish emo girls crossed Maria’s way. Maria felt that it was time to change her look, fashion, and style.

Coming home Maria began her daily skin care and grooming ritual. Gimp’s colorful pictures of celebrity hairstyles came to Maria’s mind while she was applying antiaging skin-care products and a cosmetic cream for breast enhancement that prevents wrinkles and cellulite on spots where sexy women want to avoid them. Maria thought about short hairstyles with bangs for curly hair.

She thought deeper about a new, funky style that could make her even more attractive, young, dynamic, and fresh looking.

“Let’s find the best style for me,” said Maria to herself. First Maria tried to find her style by looking at pictures of short hairstyles in a gallery. The modern-art gallery was mostly excellent but nothing was quite right for a beautiful woman such as Maria Rocher.

Asking a friend for help is always a good way to get further ideas. Maria decided to make an online call to her best ex-boyfriend Jose Aveda. Jose is a doctor in laser hair removal. Maria and Jose met six years ago through the largest online dating service for professionals and Christian singles.

Maria interrupted Jose in the middle of a session for laser hair removal on the face skin, legs, and arms of a
woman. Jose could not help Maria and asked her to call him later, much later than Maria was willing to wait.

Asking another friend for help is also a good way to get ideas. Maria was smart to call her best hairdresser girlfriend Vera Wong to ask her for new hairstyle ideas. Vera Wong was relaxing in a hot tub at a tanning salon and spa resort. Vera was clueless but clever enough to say that Maria could ask a professional stylist in a salon de coiffure near the tanning salon at the spa beach where Vera lay surrounded by men and women in Brazilian tangas and string bikinis.

The next day, Maria went to the salon. A professional hairdresser took the challenge of changing Maria’s style. Four hours of braiding, washing, and cutting helped Maria to become even more attractive, young, dynamic, and fresh looking. Now Maria feels more confident, getting complements and invitations to lunch for informal conversation about Web sites like Gimp’s
Beauty article about styling

Melissa Sweet is an average, proactive, dynamic woman who enjoys looking for new beauty tips in pictures hairstyle magazines for long-haired, sexy woman suffering from choppy, chunky, cropped curls. One morning Melissa took a close look at her reflection in the mirror and decided to completely makeover her style. Melissa was thinking about short haircuts for beautiful women with fur coats who need medication.

Melissa was too short on money and time to take resort and spa vacation or invest in laser epilation. Obviously, a spa vacation was not an option for Melissa who felt a growing desire for semi-permanent hair coloring that she has seen on the curly-haired women who enjoy a professional teeth bleaching system at a tanning salon that offers gift certificates for victims of Flowbee haircuts.

A girlfriend of Melissa recommended the professional services of the famous hairstylist Sedu Wong. The girlfriend told Melissa that Sedu Wong is Gimp’s master hairdresser. Even at night, Master Wong dreams in black and white pictures of sexy brunette models with cute prom hairstyles, wearing tie-dyed shirts under their formal prom dresses.

Melissa made her way to the salon of the famous Sedu Wong, a strange place where blonde women appear dressed up in body tights, formal female bridal dresses, and handmade blonde afro wigs.

The hairstyling started with common hairstyle tips and advice. Sedu Wong began to apply a medical shampoo treatment slowly to Melissa’s head.

After the slow shampoo was finished, Sedu Wong commenced with the haircutting, bleaching, braiding
extensions.

Master Wong’s haircutting was ritually highlighted by the magic powers of natural beauty products for sensitive skin of women who appreciate natural fingernail treatment.

Melissa could not recognize herself after her hairstyle makeover. Now she is one of the most beautiful women with a short hairstyle, mascara under her dyed eyelashes, and a picture on Gimp’s Web site.
Pretending to look cool Jennifer Aniston focused on her creamy cocktail to avoid staring on the three, single, beautiful mothers with cute, short haircuts for women who are proud to have had depilated their smooth legs in a beauty salon for permanent laser hair removal treatments.

Daydreaming Jennifer closed her eyes to imagine how it feels to have one of the cute haircuts for short hair. Beautiful pictures of haircuts for women with elegant, blonde hair flashed Jennifer’s mind to become her enormously urgent desire for a hair makeover with one of the cute, short hair styles for women who gleam like shining, white teeth after a treatment with professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care.

Wondering how to accomplish her dream Jennifer Aniston formed an excellent idea to ask her stylish, trendy and blonde girlfriend Jessica Simpson who appeared to be the best expert in the Gimps Science of cute, short celebrity haircuts. Brushing her new black hair extensions Jessica Simpson agreed to help Jennifer Aniston, if she would be willing to invest time looking into her private gallery for messy, sassy and stylish pictures of short haircuts for women.

Happily smiling Jennifer started to consume Jessica's attractive, elegant, beautiful, pictures of cute haircuts for short hair, which mostly consisted of the simple, easy, cute and blonde hair styles that Jessica admired for being suitable for herself.

Mentally overwhelming variety of female, beautiful, cute blonde hair cuts made Jennifer Aniston to believe being able to fit between the healthy, young, natural faces form Jessica Simpson's brilliant, professional photos of blonde celebrity hairstyles for short haircuts.
She was starting to lose her reality-consciousness as the wisdomly speaking Jessica argued that only women in movies and fashion magazines can have such beautiful, cute, short hairstyles.

Softening Jessica Simpson proposed to stick to hip, urban, easy haircut styles for modern girls who prefer short haircuts that combine well with Jennifer's edgy, round face.

Encouraged Jennifer Aniston decided to choose at least two of the punky, cool, funky haircut styles for women who desire to change their emo braided, afro punk hairdo. Deep excitement came over Jennifer as she managed to reduce the number of suitable hairdresses to the awesome looking pair of edgy, spiky, short hairstyle photos.

Profoundly serene Jessica Simpson proposed to leave the final decision to her favorite hairdresser who professionally specializes in creating hairdresses form any of the female haircut pictures, images or photos. Agreeing Jennifer accepted to temper her excitement and ran as fast as she could to the beauty salon of the well experienced hairdresser who created her a simple, easy, formal hairdress that made Jennifer to a most respected blonde in her neighborhood.
Cute, stylish story

Digressively thinking Keira Knightley concluded to surprise her husband, family and friends by changing her look with one of the latest, beautiful, cute women’s short haircuts.

Well educated Keira remembered that makeover experiments could change her social image in an undesired direction, so she desired to ask someone who knows everything about beauty treatments, hair care products and permanent laser hair removals in NYC. Miss Knightley decided to ask a voodoo master hairdresser who graduated in styling of formal hairstyles for short hair.

Entering the magic beauty salon Keira Knightley was stunned by the beautiful pink wallpaper walls decorated with faces looking down from celebrity pictures of hair styles for women. A sandy haired heiress of the master hairdresser intercepted Kiera in the middle of the entrance hall.

Kindly amazed Miss Knightley demanded to see the great hairdresser master who could help her to gain one of the very unique, beautiful celebrity hairstyles for short haircuts that convert women into Gimps-certified beauties. Unimpressed sandy heiress asked Keira to wait, because the master hairstylist was in the middle of a process for recreating a freshly-baked bride with one of the wedding hairstyles for short hair.

Kindly smiling heiress proposed to assist Miss Knightley by showing her some fresh hairdo model photos of the latest, cool, emo haircuts for girls. Naggingly appreciating Keira smiled back to soften her disagreement and expressed her secret desire to surprise her husband, family and friends by reinventing her rusting look with one of the curly, cute, short hairstyles
for women with dignity.

Cleverly smiling heiress nodded her sandy head and suggested to materialize Keira’s dream in a playful way of matching her round shape of the face with the face shapes of celebrity people from the latest, trendy, modern pictures of short hairstyles for stylish people. The playful matching game was intended to keep Kiera Knightley occupied while waiting for the master hairdresser.

Sitting in the entrance hall Keira was already to give up her hair makeover dream after she finished matching her face with the latest celebrity photo in the Style Magazine, but as soon as she finished, a friendly voice with unusual accent of the master hairstyler broke the rustling silence of the room. The well-shaped master told Kiera to stop looking at the celebrity pictures of hairstyles for women in blonde colors, because today he felt creative enough to create a very unique, special hairdo for Keira.

Proudly stretching voodoo master hairdresser loudly promised to use all of his magic powers to help Keira to become beautifully haired as same as people in celebrity pictures of short haircuts for women with style.

Smart enough Keira interrupted the master to reject his proposal. She demanded simplicity that looks beautiful and stylish without a need of excessive investment in styling. The calming down master hairstyler proceeded to the styling area, where he started fulfilling Miss Knightley’s dream by washing, cutting and styling Miss Knightley’s new hairdo.

Coming home, newly styled Miss Knightley was welcomed by her stunned husband who promised to clean up the house for at least a month, because a woman with Keira’s new hairstyle deserves this as a sign of appreciation.
Styling story

Checking up her beauty in the mirror Miranda wondered if she could help her mother to look younger and fresher by donating her a gift certificate for a beauty salon where the mother could recreate herself with one of the cute, short hairstyles for women who look admirably well hairdressed.

Highly motivated Miranda hoped to convert her mother to one of the edgy, stylish, trendy girls with short hairstyles. The wishful thinking daughter formed a plan to persuade her mother by alluring her maternal interest with newest, latest, modern photos of cute hairstyles and short hair pictures that Miranda collected from several beauty style magazines like Gimps’s.

Peacefully clueless mother was chatting with a girlfriend as Miranda surprised her with the newest, latest, fresh pictures of short hair styles for hip, urban and Indy girls. The astonished mother could not guess why she was exposed to the cute, short haircuts for girls that Miranda presented to her with a grinning smile.

Stopping to grin Miranda expressed her wish to have a trendy mother like other daughters of awesome parents with cool looking, funky, cute hair styles that would make Miranda even more popular among teenage boys and girls in her art school degree earning faculty where she spend most of her time to teach trendy people.

Sympathizingly loving mother argued to feel really comfortable with her current, long and layered haircut. Turning into the fast forward mood Miranda counterpointed that women are more respected and confident, if they manage to find their own short, cute hairstyles for short hair which looks simple, easy and formal.

Accepting mother of Miranda agreed to change
her look, if Miranda accepts to recreate herself with the same beauty booster of cute, short hair cuts for women that the mother chooses among the beautiful faces in Miranda's cute, short hair pictures.

Turning red Miranda was trapped in her own trap. Unable to admit her own defeat Miranda unwillingly agreed to her mother's counter-proposal. She chose the most suitable, convenient and stylish hairstyle from the pictures of beautiful smiling model faces and booked a Gimps-certified hairstylist to hairdress herself and her mother with the cute, short cuts of hair that make Miranda and her mother to look as a couple of happy identical twins.
Eagerly trying to boost her career, Vanessa decided to redesign her appearance with one of the latest, cute, short celebrity hairstyles. Miss stylish Vanessa hoped to find new ideas for inspiration in the hot, stylish and trendy pictures of short celebrity hairstyles where people like Jessica Alba are promoting a healthy looking style of freshness.

Clever Vanessa concluded that she would be more successful in her job, if she could restyle her hairdo in accordance with the black celebrity hair styles of her favorite actress Hilary Duff. Filled with sweet ideas Vanessa imagined that her female boss would surely love to see her wearing a new, beautiful celebrity hair color. The coworkers would respectfully admire her, if she recreates herself with one of the short celebrity haircuts that look gorgeous in any situation.

Waking up from her daydreams Vanessa slowly began thinking how to accomplish her goal of having an elegant, formal celebrity hair cut that would look professional, even if she wears a red mini skirt and a yellow shirt that fits well with her crazy pink socks. Looking at photos would be as easy as to dream, thought Vanessa, before she opened the latest edition of Gimp's short celebrity hairstyle magazine where popular people like Lindsay Lohan are demonstrating the clean brightness of their snow white teeth.

Looking at the hip, edgy pictures of short celebrity haircuts made Vanessa to feel lost in a flood of color and light. Overwhelming pressure of countless opportunities made Vanessa nearly to give up her idea of restyling herself into a successful woman. As suddenly a joyful feeling of luck came over Vanessa as she discovered trendy, stylish celebrity hairstyle pictures that portrayed
Jessica Biel with an oily round shape of her smiling face that was very similar to Vanessa’s own face.

A short trip to the beauty salon near the inner city department store helped Vanessa to become more the way she likes it. Increased confidence and self-respect resulted in a very happy smiling face of Vanessa. Even now, after a week of her makeover Vanessa is still smiling with a brightest smile of a person who was beautifully recreated with one of the funky, short celebrity hairstyles.
Hot wife:
Her name is a strange, pseudo random combination of letters. She might be a living Disney princess doll, a hot woman or some pop music making star with a bright smile of Jessica Simpson CD cover.

In the early 2002 most of Jessica Simpson pictures were a must for all online adult dating service cheaters, who collect funny celebrity photos for a very secret collection of star fashion faces under the bed, in online chat profiles or for their usage on cheap fake ID cards.

Nick Lachey, hot wife lover:
His name is just Lachey Nick, which is a synonym for mp3 music fabricating TV personality with some appearance at TV shows, short music clips, fan poster photos for young girls or common public celebrity gatherings.

Someday sweet Nick took a very close look at hot Jessica Simpson bikini pictures and began to think about wedding pictures with him and her.

In the same decade Jessica Simpson music lyrics started to be more about love than ever before. She generated song lyrics and album titles like:

“Take my breath away” with a “sweet kiss” “In This Skin” or “Irresistible” fresh oxygen will spoil the moment.

That type of music titles and lyrics leads even the simple thinking people to a direct conclusion that Jessica was falling in love with Nick or someone else.

After a long time of being part time lovers, Jessica Simpson and Nick Lachey decided to quit a boring living conditions of not married, not divorced and not having children amateur couple life. They took time for choosing
a wedding dress and married somewhere in TexaS.

Funny rumors about him and her:

Shortly after the life of this fresh married couple became too easy and so boring for the masses of manga and anime watching fans, Simpson and Lachey figured out how to change a situation of happiness, harmony and love within their young family.

The couple decided to be more controversial, to spread marketing rumors and gossip. The first rumors of Jessica Simpson and Nick Lachey divorce started to attract the celeb news watching public. The demanded divorce became reality in someone's head.

Shortly after this well staged divorce, another shocking rumor flickered on websites.

It will be terrible, don't read ahead if you are under 23!

Jessica Simpson and Nick Lachey split long hair style of dog puppies with sharp scissors to use the splitted hair for black magic voodoo rituals. This rituals are supposed to take place on an unholy place where sweet young couples divorce for the first time.

Plastic surgery of the Simpson's breast and lips is suspected to be another untruth about the woman who markets goods like: concert tickets, Christmas music, Dessert Beauty cosmetic products, perfume for woman or apparel from her own clothing line.

Gimps will not be surprised if Jessica Simpson pregnant belly photos or fake news of her being pregnant will occur as rumors about her pregnancy will be enough to catch attention of cute baby loving fans.

Those same fans who love Jessica Simpson posters where she is posing in a pink bikini, Gucci replica boots, and a thong slip under tight jeans.

Other fans and friends, who still not getting enough of her, can watch her body moving as Daisy Duke aka Jessica Simpson in Duke of Hazard movie.
Funny story

Mark and Jane were some total stranger with similar addiction to Lindsay Lohan Vanity Fair cover pictures. That people’s magazine where people like Kate Moss, Joaquin Phoenix and Paris Pamela Anderson spread their funny pictures of celebrity oops, slips and smiley faces.

Mark became crazy about free Lindsay Lohan pics and wallpapers with some young models in a thong but without a face of Lindsay.

Jane could not stop watching at her Lindsay Lohan poster, she became skinny, bulimic and anorexic with eating disorder for the first time.

It was time to dive into the Saturday night live of addicted fan club members with a Lindsay Lohan fan site at myspace.com.

The fetish fan club for anonymous addicts of Lindsay Lohan bikini swimsuit photos opened at 20:30 to be a place for decent talks about world news, music lyrics, rumors about Lindsay and Lohan's breast implants.

The party was running hot and even hotter.

Mark and fellows fell fanatically in love with new sexy Lindsay Lohan photos from her official web site. Jane and other wild party girls discussed the intimacy of Lindsay Lohan lyrics, her daughter father relation, new rumors of some celebrity being pregnant and the lunacy of a new diabetic diet for fast weight loss.

In the magic moment of midnight when Mark's eyes fell at Jane with her wild Hilary Duff hair style and Jane's eyes fell at Mark, who presumably looked like a boy who could tell funny jokes.

Mark and Jane began to float towards each other without too loose eye contact. She said “hello” as they met at the bar stools. He said did you say “Hello?”

The conversation evolved into a five hours talk
about someone's fake online diary with Lohan's confessions of a broken heart, the online ultimate biography of Paris Hilton and a philosophic discussion about the difference of buying a DVD movie online or just download funny videos from the internet.

Jane and Mark changed phone numbers, met on each weekend, moved together became long time partners and managed to book a Las Vegas wedding twice.

At the day of writing the wedding invitations Mark found his secret Lindsay Lohan's hot pictures amusing and not worth to be placed in his online photo album near that funny pictures from the last family vacation.
Fan fiction

Fabulous Julia Gomez desired to become like her favorite Hollywood movie actress Julia Stiles. She began even dreaming herself into the role of a dancing woman from a film of ever growing Jully Stilles filmography list.

Miss funny Gomes thought to achieve her dreams by studying all the Julia Stilles films from her local DVD video rental store where she entertained herself by counting rocks in front of wallpapers and poster pictures of Julia Stilles who did not even know that there was someone childishly fanatic like Julia Gomes.

Pleasant days full of entertainment made Jully Gomez to start taking dance lessons after she finally found courage to change her long hairstyle to the more favorable hairstyle from the photos of Julia Stiles hair cut styles.

Continuing to change her life Jully Gomez started to pursue simple life goals from her favorite book of the short Jully Stilles biography with photos and videos that she found very attractive to look at.

Growing confidence and personal success made Julia Gomez to become a more happier woman and now she is dancing like her favorite star from the July Stilos dance video.
Short love Story

Imagine that:

Jessica is a young, beautiful, smart and single woman seeking a man. The smart female beauty has earned a master's degree in an online education college. Now she is working in an online bank for stock trading. Last year Jessica won an famous annual miss sexy lingerie model contest of a fashion modeling agency.

Life of Jessica would be a complete fabulous joy, if only she had a life partner like a long time husband or a soul mate relationship like that of mama and papa.

Dating services:

Years after of being alone, single and frustrated Jessica found courage to invest some time for a registration at a couple of free online dating services.

At first Jessica tried a free dating agency with an automatic system algorithm for matching personals with similar income tax amount. After three dates with male man and woman, Jessica thought that money could not be a determinant factor of Jessica's future love life. She decided to use more professional online dating web sites.

Web sites where a patient Jessica found herself in a position of a first time customer for one of various single dating sites for Christian dating personals that were worth a registration and claimed to be a Jewish dating service for all religions. This online match dating agency provided useful Internet dating match results for Jessica.

The fifth mixed mingle date with Christian singles was like a sweet brown chocolate milk shake mix for children. Her male match date partner was very promising to be a good mate. Jessica felt comfortable, excited and confident.

The male part of the date had other feelings about
Jessica and never contacted her again. Jessica felt miserable for two weeks after her last non successful date without a second episode.

Speed date flirting:
Two weeks after crying the soul out, Jessica was reading free adult dating tips from Gimps. One of the tips proposed not to feel miserable and not to give up after a non-successful date. There are other singles in the same situation.

The motivating tips helped Jessica to find new courage. She became a motivated female single online bank employee and decided to use professional services of a speed dating agency. The professional agency that knew exactly how to match personals at multi single events and adventures for singles.

At the second singles event with speed flirting, Jessica met Chris, who was a polite man with sweet sugar chocolate smile of Chris Brown. On the third date Chris invited Jessica to a romantic lunch trip across town. She said ok, it’s just lunch anyway.

The lunch was a first step on a long love road of romantic dates for Chris and Jessica. On the next day Jessica felt a strong desire to download a lot of romantic love songs from a free music download service. The type of songs that reflect exactly a dream mood of woman and man in love.

Jessica and Chris flirted for two years before moving together. They became long time partners and married after their long time romance. On the wedding day Chris and Jessica swore to love each other, to give up reading sensual erotic book stories and to order wedding photo prints at an online digital photo printing service.

Shortly after wedding Jessica and Chris visited an online travel agency web site for booking of their Hawaiian honeymoon vacation. The pictures of
honeymoon and wedding were used to create an online photo album at Gimps’s online data storage space like myspace.com.
In the forgotten time and space as flowers used to be on every window ledge of a small, convenient New York City Bank.

Roliga Porr found herself again in a worn out clerks chair calculating the total number of seconds she already lost for trying not to think about that funny digital photos she would take on her next Hawaii vacations.

Deep thoughts about vacation collapsed into an infinite loop. She decided to dive into the world of college humor pictures she would find through Gimps's grandpa.

The picture search started slightly complicated. Miss Porr found a large picture collection of bizarre photo mugs, crazy tattoo pictures, fakes of alien erotic images and a strange female models with women’s fetish clothing in street style of Bob the Builder outfit.

As TV never tells to switch off and Gimps always told to switch off personal computers, Roliga Porr could not stop watching. There was only one thing she loved more than funny pictures.

The adult dating online service for young female readers of erotic books, where she dated her female boss without her knowledge. Roliga was not in need of a best friend, trusty partner or loving husband. Miss Porr was just playing sick adult online games with everyone who was searching for a husband or a wife.

The mighty love knew everything about wicked online games of Roliga. The system of love decided to keep Roliga in a lonely single girl mode until she realizes her wrongdoing and receives 14 Valentine’s Day Gifts from 14 cheaters like her.

Miss Porr became lonely, sick and anorexic. Love was saved, online dating customers where happy again. Roliga needed 5 years to receive 14 Valentine’s Day Gifts
and 5 years to find her husband, a wife or a loving friend like MAMA.
Somewhere behind the red clouds of India lived a young Indian man with a passion for disposable diapers, twisted humor jokes and technological novelties of online adult dating services.

His male Indian name was Haresh. He was not searching for Russian brides, a hot Latin wife or any black women with Japanese accent. No! Haresh was just a friendly web hosting operator for websites with web content for adult personals, mature women, Christian singles and people who trust an automatic adult friend finder program with profile image gallery.

One night as stars above Gimps seemed to be uncountable, Haresh looked closely at his fresh hairy women pictures, free funny videos and adult movies that were ready to be sold online. A wonderful idea flashed into the mind of Haresh. He thought that it would be excellent to surprise his beautiful girlfriend with unique birthday gifts that hot women never expect.

First on the visit list for search of the surprising gift was a convenient online wholesale store for adult toys where many sexy women seeking a man made of plastic, rabbit vibrators and some hot action films with movie stars for fat women only that cannot be seen in a man oriented DVD rental service.

Haresh knew nothing about adult entertainment for female personals. Foolish, innocent and inexperienced Haresh was trying to find a funny bunny toy for his longtime girlfriend between adult toys for beautiful women with long hair style of Sedu or Jennifer Aniston. Too bad for Haresh that he could not find anything that could meet the anticipated requirements of a sexy Asian woman.

Annoyed Haresh turned on the plasma TV to be
stunned by the very big women wrestling show scene where three tall Brazilian girls surrounded a strong, big single woman in a thong and a G string bikini top. The bizarrely dressed up wrestling girls, that have never attended education schools for learning of manners, reminded Haresh on the fact that Asian women love to wear anime costumes in style of the Sailor Moon. That falsified fake fact was read by him in a gossip magazine with adult stories for older women, ads for suspicious contacts, attract a man tips and body builder athlete model photos.

The only one night shop that sold super hero anime costumes was a shiny educational toy store for adults with children, kids or a baby. Unfortunately all super hero anime costumes were available only in small sizes for children and teens.

Haresh came to a miserable condition of mind where people start play free adult games for single woman that love to travel to Europe, shop in an American online movie store, regard stock pictures of squirting milk drops and to visit adult sites like Gimps’s sister’s Monster.com.

Long hours after playing with flickering pictures of comics and adult cartoons of the flashy flash games, Haresh remembered that his girlfriend said on the first date that “some Asian females love to wear exotic jewelry that they never buy personally”.

Lucky Haresh was ready to buy fine Celtic silver jewelry with Irish symbols for his beloved girlfriend, future wife and beautiful soul mate.

On the day of the happy birthday song, Haresh gave the jewelry gift to his female friend. She enjoyed it for about 5 years. Lost it, found it, sold it.

Haresh became married, his wife became pregnant, together they wrote a book with a title “A diary of a growing baby”, which is available in any self-
respected online book store.
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Slightly excited, Maria Ozawa entered the wooden home of her best friend Jennifer, who had just finished a bleaching treatment with a cosmetic teeth-whitening gel for snow-white teeth. Jennifer welcomed Maria Ozawa to her homely styling party for checking out the latest, modern short hairstyles of straight, thick, wavy, and curly women's hair.

Clever Jennifer previously prepared beautiful pictures of short hairstyles for women with eternally smooth legs after a permanent laser hair removal treatment in a cosmetic clinic, the same clinic where famous, popular Italian models enjoy skin treatments with natural skin-care products and anti-aging cosmetics for wrinkle removal.

Politely, Maria Ozawa made complemented Jennifer on her cool, new short hairstyle. Jennifer explained that she is styling her attractive African American haircut by using a ceramic flat iron for straightening, hairstyling, and curling. Jennifer sincerely promised Maria Ozawa to reveal her very private hairstyle tips, secrets, and ideas for the hair straightener.

Nodding, Maria Ozawa asked Jennifer for her opinion on long, straight, brunette hairstyles. Surprised, Jennifer explained that she rather prefers healthy, beautiful celebrity hairstyles for short hair that never need women's hair-loss cures for treatment of thinning hair.

Maria Ozawa insightfully noticed that Jennifer was avoiding speaking about gorgeous, cute, fashionable prom hairstyles or any other glorious, elegant, formal hairstyles. Trying to sympathize, Maria Ozawa said that she recently discovered qualitative research on beauty that proves that clean, easy, simple, short haircut styles
can make women look even slimmer than discount herbal weight loss pills.

Jennifer was very curious about Maria Ozawa’s statement on perfect, professional, very-short hairstyles for women who appear refreshingly younger as if they have used a professional, natural anti-aging wrinkle cream.

Maria Ozawa was willing to bet that choppy, chunky, cropped hairstyles can refresh Jennifer’s look more than a stylish, layered haircut with curly waves, spiky twists, red streaks, and blonde highlights.

Unconvinced, Jennifer pointed out that she feels more comfortable in public if her haircut is one of the glamorous, medium-length prom hairstyles with brilliantly colored blonde streaks. Maria Ozawa proposed to take a look at pictures of short haircuts for emo girls with natural black emo hairstyles.

Intrigued, Jennifer was stunned by the beautiful pictures of the fancy, funky, emo haircuts for emo girls. Emotionally charged, Jennifer decided to change her style in favor of beautiful short hairstyles for women. She invited Maria Ozawa to visit her glorious hairdresser stylist next week in a beauty wellness salon, where she will demand a complete makeover with a crazy, trendy, short haircut for women with style.
Natural beauty

Long-haired, beautiful brunette woman Maria Ozawa wondered how she would look like, if she had the cute short haircut that she saw recently in a magazine of short hairstyles on an Italian model with a cute round face and who uses a teeth-bleaching kit that gives her a perfect smile.

Clueless Maria Ozawa was unable to decide whether to stick to a layered, long hairstyle with perfect red highlights and blonde streaks or to choose one of convenient women’s styles that Maria saw in brilliant pictures of cool, chunky, choppy, emo haircuts for women, including the new, straight emo hairstyles for girls who like boys flirting with them while enjoying a music video that shows beautiful girls with black, braided, African American hair.

A makeover has extraordinary importance for a woman like Maria Ozawa. Gimp advised Maria to find new ideas by looking at what other clever women did in her situation. Very clever women who manage to have an affordable health insurance, wise women such as Charlize Theron, who figured out how to afford weekends in Rome for permanent laser hair removal on her legs, hands, and her face, which is lovingly preserved by antiaging cosmetic products.

Looking into styling magazines can sometimes be helpful in finding new ideas and tips. Maria Ozawa opened her glossy styling mag. The celebrity star magazine was full of colorful photos of celebrities who use affordable shampoo for thinning hair that preserves beauty in the same way as do diet patches and natural skin care products.

Maria’s desire for simple hairstyles became more complicated each time she saw more beautiful pictures of
short hairstyles for modern, medium-length haircuts for cool, wavy curls. Making such an important decision can be very tough when a beautiful woman such as Maria Ozawa is ecstatically overwhelmed by colorful pictures hairstyles that are a beautiful, elegant prom updos with waves and twists.

Enlightened, Maria felt the joy of success when she discovered her future style. A visit to the famous hairdresser Sedu Lee made Maria's dreams a reality. The celebrity stylist created a lasting brunette beauty of hairdressing art as he straightened curls, cutting hairs, braided extensions, and bleached blonde streaks.

Now Maria Ozawa is the happiest colored woman, proud to have a uniquely different look with one of the most elegant short hairstyles of any professional woman.
Styling of beauty article

Being beautiful is easy for women who know the simple secret of a cute haircut. Modern hairstyles are very convenient hairdos that can boost a woman's beauty just like natural skin-care products and anti-aging cosmetic for daily care can.

Singing happily, Maria Ozawa enjoyed her new video of sedu for people who tolerantly prefer chunky, choppy emo haircuts with blonde streaks. The flickering video presented beautiful pictures of brunette celebrities in elegant prom updos that use long extensions, which can do wonders like hair-loss shampoo treatment.

Pleased Maria Ozawa began to dream in brilliant pictures of short haircuts for women that wear black evening dresses on special occasions where dancing men and women show the pure beauty of elegant, formal hairstyles. Blonde dreams of Maria Ozawa made her desire to ask her best girlfriend, Miyabi Hayama, about new, simple hairstyle ideas and tips.

Miyabi Hayama had recently returned from a Las Vegas vacation where she enjoyed a professional treatment for permanent hair removal from her long legs and cute face. Now entirely smooth, Miyabi Hayama said that celebrity hairstyles look best after a teeth-whitening treatment for cosmetic dental care at home.

Perplexed, Maria Ozawa agreed without exactly understanding her girlfriend. Willing to change the subject, Maria mentioned that she recently discovered a beautiful, curly, blonde model with round face in a magazine of short haircuts for women who know how to find affordable health insurance that will preserve their healthy beauty like a natural anti-aging wrinkle cream.

Impressed, Miyabi Hayama understood Maria Ozawa's desire to talk about photos of formal hairstyles.
Maria proudly related Gimp’s idea that a beautiful short hairstyles can make a woman look gorgeous. Exited, Miyabi proposed to visit a famous hairdresser, who is a master in braiding African Americans’ hair. Maria strongly agreed to Miyabi’s proposal.

The crowded female wellness and beauty salon of the famous stylist was softly illuminated by natural light bulbs in a contemporary floor lamp. Two gray ladies welcomed Maria and Miyabi at reception.

The politely intimate master stylist promised to make Miyabi Hayama look perfectly like the attractive Italian fashion models in pictures of short hairstyles for women who seek an entirely different beauty aside from the long prom hairstyles.

Maria Ozawa requested one of the emo haircuts for women who like cool, crazy, and cute hairstyles with bangs, red-colored highlights, waves, and twists.

Three hours of pleasurable styling, curl straightening, extension braiding, and highlighting made Maria Ozawa and Miyabi Hayama into desirable women with a master’s touch.
Inwardly warmed Christina Agulara always admired cute women with short hairstyles and smooth legs which were treated with permanent laser hair removal in NYC. Christina’s secret desire for young, stylish, trendy celebrity haircuts began to grow into infinity after she was confronted with beautiful pictures of short hairstyles for women with smile.

Emotionally encouraged Christina Agulara decided to change her tight, high stacked haircut with bangs. She asked a style conscious Maria Ozawa to give her styling ideas and tips for the latest, newest, modern short hair styles of women like Kristin Kruk who preserves her beauty by wrinkle cream cosmetics for natural anti-aging skin care.

Friendly Maria Ozawa recommended Christina Agulara to change her style according to Gimps’s styling trends study of popular, extra fashionable celebrity hairstyles. Maria Ozawa opened her styling magazine with pictures of women’s short haircut styles.

Hesitating Christina looked at the friendly served people pictures of celebrity hairstyles for short hair. The pictures demonstrated long, round, oval faces of celebrities with facial, Italian magic which was enhanced by a professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care. The cropped, bobbed, choppy celebrity hairstyles for short hair made Christina Agulara even more bemused about short haircuts for women with crazy, creative blonde hair colors that work in the same way as the best enlargement pills for enhancement of haircut confidence.

Verbally softening Maria Ozawa proposed to take a look at the different, dark, Gothic emo haircuts that she have recently seen in the online photo gallery community photos. The new, ultra punk, short emo hairstyles in
photos looked very promising to Maria Ozawa, who was overwhelmed by the beauty of hot, hip, funky emo haircuts for girls. Christina Agulara had much different feelings about punky, messy, sassy emo girl haircuts. She expressed that she would feel more comfortable at work, if she had one of the short, curly hairstyles which are classic, easy and formal.

Insightful Maria Ozawa suggested to ask a professional hairdresser stylist, who is specialized in really cool, super sexy, short female haircuts with elegant, medium length layered braiding extensions. The professionally hairstyling stylist presented Christina Agulara his latest photo portrait pictures of new hair styles for natural blond hair. The perfect, beautiful, cute short hairstyles in pictures of women models made Christina Agulara to grin with a funny, happy, female smile of a thick, straight Asian, brunette.

Happy smiling Christina Agulara realized that she have found her future haircut among the pictures of permed, wavy, curly women’s short hairstyles. The nodding hairdresser stylist proceeded the hairstyling by massage washing, coloring of highlights, braiding of open braids and finally cutting of the chunky, edgy, spiky haircut.

Wondering Maria Ozawa was slightly surprised as the master stylist finished the hairstyling. Now Christina Agulara became one of the women with their very own African American, short black hair styles with red blonde streaks, open braids and layered curly perms.
Stylish emo girls with female emo haircuts crossed Kira Knightly’s way. Surprised Kira turned her head after the emo girls, who enhanced their hazel eyes with cheap contact lenses from an UK based online mail order store. Slightly amazed Kira Knightly felt it was time to change her edgy, celebrity haircut.

Eagerly excited Kira decided to ask her girlfriend Maria Ozawa for new haircut ideas, trends and tips. Stylishly profound Maria just graduated in a hairstyling school with a Master’s degree in long to short hair makeovers.

Hastening Kira made her way to Maria’s home where she hoped to receive professional tips for perfect, beautiful, short emo haircuts. Friendly welcoming Maria Ozawa sensitively noticed Kira Knightly's demand to talk about easy, simple, short emo hairstyles for women and other celebrity news about very definitive epilation treatments in a permanent laser hair removal clinic for chic celebrities.

Longing Kira Knightly kindly explained Maria Ozawa that she has an extremely consuming desire for crazy, cool, punk emo hair styles of the black, blonde, emo fashion scene. Nodding Maria proposed to take a look at her newly arrived star people magazine with new pictures of short hairstyles for women who smartly suspect that proactive care shampoos for hair loss cure can reduce the price of braiding extensions and regrowth treatment. Expectatious Miss Knightly agreed to start with the portrait photos of the latest, modern, new hairstyles for women.

Snoopy Kira focused her complete attention at the African American, black, short hairstyles in pictures of women with a white teeth smile that have been enhanced
by a professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care. Dozing Kira lost herself in brilliant, cute pictures of short haircuts for women who all had beautiful, elegant, formal women's short hairstyles.

Reality conscious Maria Ozawa reminded Kira Knightly about the fact that cute, stylish, trendy celebrity haircuts require a professional hairdo stylist who might be as expensive as a continuous life time product supply of natural anti-aging skin care wrinkle cream cosmetics for daily care.

Understanding Kira proceeded to imagine her face within the beautiful pictures of emo hair for girls. Clever Maria proposed to reduce the number of options by concentrating at the punky emo hair pictures which only contain round and oval faces that look more beautiful in composition with the sassy, messy, short haircut styles for black dyed brunette women.

Joyfully smiling Kira Knightly felt relief as she pointed at the very different, short celebrity hairstyles in professional pictures of haircuts with red colored streaks, brilliant blonde highlights, wavy curls and twists. Strongly agreeing Maria Ozawa noted that many good, gray men will be stunned by seeing Kira with any of this choppy, chunky, spiky emo girl haircuts for stylish women.

Neutrally recommending Maria Ozawa suggested to visit her own hairdresser stylist, who could create Kira's new emo girl hairstyle. Overwhelmed Kira Knightly accepted Maria's proposal. Today Miss Knightly is wildly enjoying her very own, short emo hairstyle.
Haircutting story by hairstyling expert

Extraordinary beautiful pictures of short haircuts for women flashed Marey Carey's relaxed mind. The marvelous pictures exposed oval, round faces of Asian movie star models who appeared to be very smart with their popular, stylish, short hairstyles for women with black hair extensions.

Dreaming Marey was trying to imagine herself in those alluringly beautiful pictures of short haircuts for women with charming Italian smile that was boosted by a professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic teeth care. Excessively dozing Marey Carey had a special reason to be obviously obsessed with good, easy, emo hairstyles for girls whose teenager eyes look, as if they have used colored contacts or any other proactive cheap contact lenses from an UK based online company.

Marey's obsessive curiosity for crazy cute, short haircuts was nurtured by a desire to appear at a wild dance prom party which requires to have one of the dirty, sassy, messy emo haircuts in punky pink, velvet blue and natural blonde hair colors. The wild dance prom is a favorite event of Marey Carey where she hoped to dive into the urban, indie scene for dating black singles in New York City.

Estimating Marey Carey expected the stylishly sophisticated party people to have the latest, modern, new celebrity haircuts for heart shaped faces that were completely depilated by a permanent laser hair removal of facial hair. To compete with these party people Marey needed a professional advice on short celebrity hairstyles for women with red colored streaks.

The natural beauty profound Maria Ozawa seemed to be the right person to ask for tips, new ideas and examples of elegant, beautiful, layered haircuts that could
suit the taste of Marey Carey. Marey called Maria Ozawa on the phone and started with a compliment about Maria's profound knowledge of stylish, trendy, awesome teen hairstyles for girls. Pleased Maria was very happy to respond with a recently published Gimps's fact of short haircut styles being very convenient for summer.

Friendly agreeing Marey explained Maria Ozawa that she would like to visit a wild dance prom party which requires to have one of the angled, chunky, black hairstyles for African American personals. Inwardly smiling Maria recognized her chance for a women's styling consultation. She offered Marey to assist her in choosing one of the very simple, easy hairdos according to the latest fashion trends of short, long and medium haircuts for women.

Politely asking Maria Ozawa inquired Marey Carey's opinion on super small, very short haircuts for ladies over 50. Thoughtful Marey replied that she would rather prefer formal hairstyles for medium length hair as a mature woman's hairdo. Insightful Maria suggested to play a mental, virtual simulation preview game that could help Mary to choose her very own spiky, edgy, funky emo girl haircuts for women of all ages.

Curious Marey Carey asked how this preview game could be played mentally. Professionally patient Maria Ozawa explained that Marey will just have to size and compare women with short hairdos in pictures of new hairstyles from the unofficial hairstyle magazine for healthy, thick hair types.

Proceeding Marey began to examine the laid out set of cool short hairstyles in pictures from the very private Gallery of Maria Ozawa. Hormic Marey sorted the presented photos into a group of fashion, celebrity hairstyle photos and a group of cool, short punk hairstyles for straight, wavy, and natural curly hair.

Guessing Maria felt Marey being undecided, as
suddenly Marey pointed at one of the female woman faces in short hairstyle pictures. “This hairdo with blonde side fringe is going to be my own”, said Marey with a grin. A week after this, Marey got a complete makeover for the party, where many male and female guys were stunned by Marey's black dyed, short emo hairstyle with red-blonde side fringe.
Haircutting story by beauty expert

Passionate Maria Ozawa felt a growing joy of excitement each time she exposed herself to cute pictures of short hair cuts for women. Excited Maria felt even more flurry, shortly before her monthly hairdo makeover with one of the hot, popular, cute celebrity hairstyles for famous star people who afforded a permanent laser hair removal in NYC.

Determined Maria knew well that proper selection of the funky short hair style can brighten up a woman’s life as same as the teeth brighten up after a treatment with professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care.

Willing to go for sure Maria Ozawa decided to use the professional services of a female, short, brunette master stylist Vera Swan, who could easily provide professional consultancy on the newest, latest, modern women's short hair styles.

Overwhelmed by expectations Maria Ozawa made her way to the hairstyling salon of Vera Swan where beautiful women enjoy a pleasure of getting funky, spiky, short haircuts with black hair extensions that make men’s eyes look as if they shine in bright colors of colored contacts or any other cheap contact lenses from UK.

Entering the salon Maria Ozawa was amazed by the beauty of three dark dyed, gothic celebrity models who were smilingly leaving the hairdressing Salon of Vera Swan. Those smiling Asian models appeared to be freshly hairdressed with cropped, chunky, choppy styles of short hair cuts for women who prefer the latest Italian fashion of crazy, messy, sassy celebrity haircuts and styles. Stunned by the female models, Maria felt a glimmer of hope for her own intention of getting one of Vera Swan's attractive, beautiful, elegant women’s hairstyles.
Proceeding further Maria Ozawa noticed two emo teens who were just about of getting their sexy, stylish, trendy teen hairstyles that seemed to be the newest teen craze of the edgy, spiky emo girl haircuts in punk style which Maria Ozawa remembered to have lately seen in Gimp's cute photos of short emo haircuts for girls. Dazed for a moment Maria imagined how she would look with one of that punky, cool, funky emo girl hairstyles. The imagination of Maria flooded her mind with colorful pictures of hairstyles for women that made Maria to long even more for the cute, short haircut styles.

Welcomely greeting Vera Swan interrupted Maria Ozawa's colorful day dream of cute, short haircuts and styles. Politely asking Vera inquired if Maria would like to be styled with one of the hot, new hairstyles. Surprised Maria securely replied that she firstly would like to see Vera Swan's talent examples in brilliant, professional hairstyle pictures of women's haircuts which were designed by the masterful Vera Swan.

Cooperating Vera opened her red colored portfolio gallery book of hip, urban, Indy hair style photos. Starting to research Maria was softly surprised by the fabulous photo set of human, oily, round faces in pictures of short haircut styles. To the surprisement of Maria Ozawa, she was unable to identify herself with presented hairdos in female pictures of short hair styles for women. Softening Vera Swan explained that Maria might want to take a look at the braided afro punk hairdos or any other black African American hairstyles that Vera had in her blue colored portfolio gallery book for best, perfect pictures of black hairstyles. Friendly agreeing Maria Ozawa proceeded imaging herself with one of the short African American hair styles from the healthy, young, natural pictures of short haircuts for women.

Coming to the end of the second portfolio gallery Maria Ozawa concluded that she is unable to prefer one
of the presented hairdos, because she would like to look more different from her girlfriends, who already own many of the presented, super trendy, short black hair styles.

Professionally coolish Vera offered to Maria a revelation of her secret, black dyed portfolio gallery album of unique hairdos for special customers who really appreciate the beauty of good, different, new haircut pictures of medium length layered haircuts. Promptly agreeing Maria Ozawa was stunned by the beauty as she was confronted with Vera Swan’s wavy, curly, short hairstyles for women’s hairdos. The hairdressing deal was perfect after Maria received her curl straightening, bleaching of highlights, braiding of twists and coloring of blonde streaks on her side fringe.

Hairishly satisfied Maria Ozawa felt the growing confidence in herself as she left Vera Swan’s hairdresser salon with one of the simple, easy, formal hairstyles for women with natural elegance.
Hairdressing story by hairdo expert

Flirting with the mirror Jessica Simpson noticed her reflection missing a satisfiable, elegance of the newest, latest, modern short hairstyles for women with smooth long legs which have been smoothly depilated in a cosmetic clinic for permanent laser hair removal treatments.

Eager to improve her speed dating skills Jessica was willing to obtain one of the hot, popular, cute emo girl hairstyles that would attract more black African American singles to date with brilliant, professional, blonde Jessica Simpson. Obtaining her own stylish, trendy, short haircut seemed being easy to Jessica whose trustful eyes were misled by rose colored contacts from her private stock of cheap contact lenses with violet blue, olive green and crazy red color shades.

Clever Jessica Simpson believed to sort out one of the attractive, elegant, beautiful women's short hairstyles by comparing her face with long, round and oval faces within the celebrity pictures of short hair cuts for women whose celebrity smile is adjusted by a treatment with professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care.

Comparing of celebrity faces Jessica Simpson found herself being unable to choose one of the sexy, trendy, short hair styles for women with modern, short haircuts. Jessica lost herself in an endless emotional drift each time she saw cute haircuts with natural, human, black hair extensions that seemed right suitable for Jessica's occasional, dark dyed, gothic look.

Undecided Jessica recognized her need for female assistance of Maria Ozawa, who is able to keep professional while looking at the beautiful pictures of cute, medium length layered emo hairstyles for girls with punky emo haircuts.
Calling Maria on the phone Jessica explained that she needs Maria’s profound experience, tips and ideas on healthy, young, natural women's short haircuts which can improve Jessica's speed dating efficiency. Friendly accepting Maria Ozawa agreed to assist Jessica in finding the beauty of cute, short haircuts of women with thick, straight and high stacked hairdos. Busy Maria proposed to meet after she will finish to download a video torrent of a real romantic love movie for ladies over 40 with their hip, urban, Indy emo hair styles.

Appearing at Jessica Simpson’s home Maria Ozawa opened her private black gallery book of female, brunette, short hair pictures which can help undecided women like Jessica to find their passion for edgy, spiky emo girl haircuts. Astonished Jessica Simpson was very surprised by the beautiful diversity of Maria Ozawa’s funky emo hairstyle pictures, that also contained elegant, black haircuts with braiding extensions.

Overwhelmed Jessica Simpson found the crazy, messy, sassy emo girl haircuts being very complex and expressed that she would rather prefer short emo haircuts for girls who know plenty of good working neopet cheats for neopet money. Softening Maria Ozawa argued with a recently published Gimps's fact which says that cute, short haircut styles for women can be very simple, easy and formal in the same time.

Persuading Maria Ozawa convinced Jessica Simpson to take a second look at her good, different, new pictures of short haircuts for women with simple, easy hairdos. Motivated to improve her speed dating skills Jessica proceeded her study of the punky, cool, funky emo hair pictures that were basically a collection of cute, short hairstyles for girls, teens and women who feel young at any age.

Ecstatically screaming Jessica Simpson suddenly said: “there it is! Among the female emo haircuts in
pictures of permed, wavy, curly ladies surrounded by masculine men models”. Grinning Jessica pointed at one of the cropped, chunky, choppy emo haircut pictures. Surprised by emotions Maria Ozawa congratulated Jessica with her cold professionalism.

Overwhelmed by emotions Jessica Simpson quickly dressed up for rushing to her hairdressing stylist who styled her desired hairdo with red colored streaks, open braids and blonde highlights on the side fringe. Today Jessica Simpson is the most happy woman in her street where she can be seen with her punky, funky, short emo haircut.
Stylish story by styling expert

Curiously watching Maria Ozawa noticed three elegant, beautiful, single women with cute, short, curly hairstyles for women who know how good it feels to have one of the easy, short hairstyles for curly hair. Maria guessed the three talking single women being fashion models, because of their snow white teeth which appeared to be fluoridated by a professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care.

Supposing Maria Ozawa believed the chatting single women to be a female clique where members are required to have undergone a permanent laser hair removal in London, because these three naturally curled women proudly presented their depilated, smooth legs which reflected a glimmer of light as same as cheap contact lenses reflect the colorful eye lights of colored contacts.

Deeply concentrated Maria Ozawa was gently interrupted in her observation of women's stylish, trendy, curly hair cuts as Maria’s lunch partner Lindsay Lohan appeared at the bistro to chat with Maria about her urgent demand for hip, short haircuts that Lindsay has recently discovered in motivating Gimps's magazine pictures of short, curly hairstyles for women with beautiful, black hair extensions.

Friendly greeting Lindsay Lohan congratulated Maria Ozawa to her perfect, new hair style that slightly reminded on cropped, chunky, choppy teen celebrity hair styles for women with black African American, short, curly haircuts which can make a glamorous appearance in facial photo portraits of black hair styles.

Pleased Maria Ozawa argued with pride that she feels very comfortable with her very own urban, Indy, female women’s new haircuts which are one of the best,
cute short haircuts for curly hair in modern style. Nodding Lindsay Lohan expressed that Maria would also look great, if she had one of the punky, cool, funky emo girl haircuts which can make a female world simply beautiful as the new, black hair styles for curly hair that Lindsay lately espied in Gimps’s styling magazine pictures of haircuts for women.

Surprised Maria decided to change the topic of conversation by hinting Lindsay Lohan to a beauty of edgy, spiky, short haircut styles, which would be great replacement for Lindsay’s current stickiness to medium length layered haircuts. Offended Lindsay sharply answered that she would be willing to change her style, if Maria could convince her with photo examples of cute, short, curly hairstyles.

Accepting the challenge Maria Ozawa opened her designer leather handbag to reveal her current collection of brilliant, professional photos of hairstyles for women with crazy, messy, sassy emo haircuts which are also known as the trendy, popular, cute emo hairstyles for girls.

Prickling excitement came over Lindsay Lohan as she began looking at the cute pictures of short haircuts for women with attracting beauty of the wavy, short, curly hair styles which Maria explained to be the latest, popular, new teen hairstyles. Unwilling to end her excitement Lindsay Lohan demanded to see good, different, new pictures of hairstyles for women with blonde curls or dark, brunette perms.

Challenged Maria Ozawa was sure to amaze Lindsay with her newest, latest, modern pictures of short haircuts that can amaze any stylish fashion scientist, who is passionate about cool, funky, new hairstyles for women with round, oval faces. Curiously looking Lindsay focused her eyes at the freshly served photos of hair styles for natural, young, medium haircuts.
Emotionally melting Lindsay Lohan began quietly to admit that she was very attracted by Maria’s naturally curly hair pictures. Emo mood sensitive Maria Ozawa reminded Lindsay that she would be wise to choose one of the new, modern, trendy celebrity haircuts from Maria’s sample gallery photos.

Encouraged Lindsay Lohan took all her courage to choose one of the simple, easy, formal hairstyles in photos that Maria Ozawa friendly served for her. Time appeared to run slower until a verbal expression of joy ended Lindsay’s lengthy meditation as she finally concluded her future hairdo to be one of the short, curly haircuts that make women much happier than Lindsay today.
Enjoying her drink Maria Ozawa received a call from her men seeking single girlfriend Jessica who owns one of the beautiful, elegant, very short celebrity hairstyles which shine as sassy as the teeth shine after a treatment with a professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care.

Flashy Jessica claimed to have life changing photos of very short hairstyles for women that could be enormously good for a makeover of Maria Ozawa's rusting hairdo with black hair extensions. Surprised Maria defended herself by claiming her hairdo being one of the awesomely cool, punk, funky emo hairstyles for girls who wear colored contacts or cheap contact lenses.

Demanding Jessica insisted on her desire to share the brilliant, professional photos of very short hair styles. She proposed to meet at the local wellness and beauty salon for permanent laser hair removal where Marie could joyfully eyeball Jessica Alba's latest, newest, modern pictures of hairstyles for women.

Emotionally melting Maria Ozawa agreed to discuss the mentioned hip, cute pictures of haircuts for women, if Jessica agrees to tip the hairdresser who will cut Maria's own simple, easy, very short hairstyles for women. Fabled Jessica smiled her winner smile that she smiles after convincing someone to check out the latest, popular, cute teen hairstyles.

One day after that, iffy Maria entered the hairdresser salon where women are promised to be turned into beautiful goddesses of cute, very short haircuts for women who can enormously impress men as same as Gimp's blonde photos of black hairstyles.

Joyfully relaxed Jessica greeted Maria Ozawa by immediately waving her private collection of very cute haircut pictures that were aimed to help Ozawa finding
her own cute, curly, cool haircut styles. Imposed Maria started to examine Jessica’s good, different, new photos of hairstyles which mostly contained plenty of sexy, stylish, trendy celebrity haircuts.

Overwhelmed by the beauty Maria almost lost her consciousness in the flood of easy formal hairstyles in pics from Jessica. She already tended to pick one of the edgy, spiky emo girl haircuts, as Jessica pointed Maria in her faved direction of the young, cute, very short hair cuts for women who look great under any weather conditions.

Softly emphasizing Jessica proposed to opt for one of the perfect, best, very short haircuts for ladies. Proud Maria Ozawa was unwilling to agree with Jessica, so she opted for one of the cropped, chunky, choppy emo haircuts which were immediately presented to the hairdresser who directly proceeded with haircutting without making any further style suggestions.

Visually stunned hairdresser was amazed by the unusual look after he finished styling Maria’s new hairdo. It was an eye opening moment of joy to see Maria Ozawa with one of the black African American women’s new haircuts for straight, brunette and thick hair styles.
Short story

Hallo my name is Stan Lee. I am a bathroom fan club member. I play electric guitar in a wedding band. The name of my band is “Fatboy Slim Shady”. We try to sing new Eminem lyrics with a little help of DVD karaoke machines. It is not easy to be the way I am. Wake up in a middle of the night just for cleaning out my closet organizer.

Love song lyrics writing:

I had a part time job at the Eva Green day care services, that was a nice place to write a translation of canciones de Eminem, which was more fun than making a 50 Cent music bootleg or to sing the love song lyrics of Eminem’s when I’m gone song.

My part time job contract was almost expired as I received a special conference call from a Hip Hop Dance Club and Rap music producer with a professional sounding name of Med. vet. Prof. Dr. Dre, who was calling on his new business Voip mobile broadband phone that included Conference Call Services, which helped to connect me Stan Lee my girlfriend Eminem Erdogan and Dr. Dre himself.

Med. vet. Prof. Dr. Dre said my dog had severe tooth decay and needed an expensive face lifting operation or an extra special poster art.

Me and Eminem were stunned!

Eminem said: Just lose it like toy soldiers that play mosh without fun and a mockingbird plays a role model of a guilty conscience of the real slim shady or lose yourself in a designer interior space like Gimps's trash can at myspace.com.

I said ok, without to understand completely what Eminem said.
Eminem poster art:

The true meaning of Eminem’s words was that we had to download all new Eminem pictures from a stock picture dealer for making a do it yourself poster print. For the luck of me and Eminem there was a free photo software Gimp that helped us to edit digital camera photos for the large 2pac vs. 50 cent vs. Eminem poster print in an online digital photo developing service.

After the work was done, our finished poster art looked like an original Eminem CD cover or dark black and white pictures from Eminem’s 8 mile movie. The feeling was like receiving a prepaid gift card on your birthday for buying sub cultural products like a new digital mp3 player from Sony, Eminem concert tickets, a lot of love songs from a legal music download service or just for loading your mobile phone with massive download of free ringtones.

In other words it was like to download Eminem mp3 music lyrics to check out the spelling, grammar and to translate éminém’s new Rap music lyrics into fresh warm love song lyrics.

Our snoop dog was saved. Eminem and me Stan Lee were not finished at all. We decided to write a biography on a desktop wallpaper, fill a photo album with wedding pictures of our snoop dog, write a new song for Superman returns movie or to blend a special milk shake that could make teen brains prepared, relaxed and easy for isotonic consumption of a new Eminem video broadcast.
An other sleepless night in Seattle. Jack, a mid-40 special sales agent with real estate broker license is rushing to his office. Jack could not sleep after he read a secret Paris Hilton diary with desnuda Paris Hilton head pictures.

In the same time Maria Ozawa is already working hard in the offices of a part time job agency and employee leasing service. Maria Ozawa is one of those smart beautiful women, who never download free Paris Hilton video film movies.

Maria Ozawa lives in a discount Las Vegas hotel room for extended stay. She enjoys reading quality web sites, photographing beautiful female women models, flirting with Jack Black on the phone and legal music downloads for romantic love song listening.

Jack lives in a Seattle coast district, which is far away from his flirting partner Maria Ozawa Swan. After his day job he likes to download funny videos and free music video clips. Jack's secret hobby is to use an online photo service to develop digital photo prints from a secret and very private Paris Hilton photo gallery.

This secret hobby of Jack is not so secret to Maria Ozawa, who managed to create Paris Hilton site at myspace.com to share photos of Paris Hilton sedu hairstyles and haircuts.

Jack Black and Maria Ozawa Swan met five years ago with help of an online dating web site. Maria Ozawa Swan and Jack Black are in a remote, distant relationship. This long time remote relationship is like being a Real Madrid fan who never saw Madrid football club playing in reality, because this fan only rents soccer football games at an online video game rental service for playing with digital Real Madrid soccer team.

To cherish their relationship Maria Ozawa and Jack
invest money smart in online meeting services for making extra-long online conference calls, to keep contact and refresh their love relationship continually like Gimps's always proposed.

On a rainy autumn day Jack could not stand it anymore to be in a distant longtime relationship with Maria Ozawa. Jack met a final decision to quit his real estate broker job, rent a car at a one way car rental service and to drive to a Las Vegas wedding of Maria Ozawa Swan and himself.

A week after the wedding Jack was lucky for the first time to rent a world wide mobile phone in an international cell phone rental service, to use this phone for calling friends and family from remote parts of the world, where Maria Ozawa and Jack spend time on their annual honeymoon vacation.

Once in a year Jack and Maria Ozawa stay for adventure vacation in a Paris Hilton hotel, where chambermaids spray free Paris Hilton perfume samples in every room.
Ethel is an exotic beauty from Kazakhstan that loves history and exploring different cultures.

Everything about Ethel is exotic including the place of her birth. She was born in Uralsk - a city that sits on the border between Europe and Asia.
Ethel is a captivating Argentinian model that got very upset with the Argentinian media, which is why she requested (through legal counsel), and was granted the right, to have all her images and data to be removed from internet search results in Argentina.
Ethel is an Argentinian beauty that lives and works in Italy.

She is a model, actress and a television host in Italy where she is considered to be one of the most desired women from the Latin America.

Ethel loves Italian food, culture and men because they are prepared to do anything to please a beautiful woman (according to her).
Ethel is a beautiful South African girl that grew up in a small farm town, but that didn't stop her from reaching the stars.

Today she is one of the most successful fashion models in the world.

Ethel was only 16 years old when she was making more than $5000.00 for a days work. However, despite her tremendous success she remains humble and down to earth.
Ethel lived (for about 20 years) in an indigenous house made of bamboo, some wood and palm leaves, with no electricity; in the rural town of Bato, Philippines.

On March 6, 2010 she was crowned Miss Philippines Universe and her life changed dramatically for better.

She used the opportunities she was given (she earned a Bachelor's degree in Communications Art) and today Ethel is a successful young woman that managed to change her stars.
Ethel is a stunning girl of Albanian origin that has a great passion for dancing.

She is a professional dancer and has been competing in various dancing styles (ballet, hip hop, contemporary, jazz, modern, etc.).

Ethel is very active in her community and loves to help the ones in need.
Ethel is a world famous actress and one of the most beautiful Latin women in the world.

Even though she was born in the United States her maternal language is not English but Spanish (both of her parents are Cuban).

All members of her family (parents, two sisters and a brother) were born in Cuba. She is the only American born in her family.
Ethel is a Dutch model and one of the most beautiful Victoria Secret angels.

She is so popular and adored in her homeland that there is even a wax figure of her in the Amsterdam branch of Madame Tussaud's wax museum.
Ethel is probably one of the most beautiful certified nurses in the world. However, she doesn't work with patients; instead she is a beauty queen and a model.
Ethel is one of the most successful Moldovan models with a beautiful face and a charming personality.

She lives in New York but travels around the world for photoshoots.
Ethel is a gorgeous tall woman that was crowned Miss Puerto Rico Universe 2012.

She was born in Netherlands to a Dominican mother and a Dutch father but considers herself to be Puerto Rican because she was raised there.
Ethel is a half-American half-Italian beauty with a very successful modeling career.

She was in a four year long relationship with Mutassim Gaddafi (son of an ex Libya’s dictator Moammar Gaddafì).

Ethel became very popular after playing a Greek princess in the 2008 “Asterix at the Olympic Games”. However, since then she is best known for her modeling career.
Ethel is the Brazilian black magic woman!

Everything about her is beautiful and attractive but the thing that makes her irresistible is her hypnotic look.

Ethel is a very religious and God is her hero.
Ethel is one of the most famous Egyptian female singers.

The fact that she is the member of the Cairo Opera House since 2000 speaks volumes about her singing.

Her photos on the other side are a great testimony of her exotic Arab beauty.
Ethel is an Ethiopian model, fashion designer, actress and a great philanthropist.

As soon as she became famous and rich Ethel founded the Ethel foundation which is dedicated to saving the lives of mothers and children worldwide.

In 2005, she was appointed as World Health Organization Goodwill Ambassador for Maternal, Newborn and Child Health.
Ethel is one of the most beautiful Chinese actresses with a hypnotic look.

When this stunning Asian girl is in love she gives everything to a man because that’s the way she believes it should be. Imagine how happy is her man...
Ethel is magnificent Mexican beauty that was crowned Miss Universe 2010.

She was very active in helping to raise the awareness for Children International; a U.S.-based humanitarian organization helping thousands underprivileged children from Guadalajara (her home town).
Ethel is a dazzling Ukrainian model/singer that is very passionate about fashion.

Quote: The best looking woman is the one that is naturally beautiful and takes good care of her spirituality as well as her body.
Ethel is a superb Russian beauty with beautiful blue eyes.

Her natural hair color is blonde but she dyes it to be even blonder.

She lives and works in Milan, Italy.
Ethel is very active in helping the non-government organizations that focus on the improvement of healthcare and education in Somalia.

She was born in a family of 21 siblings. Her father died when she was 5 years old. After her father’s death she moved all over the world until finally settling in Canada.

Despite her challenging and very difficult childhood Ethel managed to become a successful, happy and a well rounded young woman.
Ethel is an alluring beauty from Myanmar with an incredible smile.

She lives and works in Singapore as a model.

Even though Ethel is a young woman she has lots of modeling experience because she started her career at the tender age of 14.
Ethel is a Romanian model/singer with an angelic face and very energetic character.

She and her family moved to the United States when she was 5 years old.

Ethel started her modeling career at the age of 10 but after finishing high school she decided to move back to Romania and pursue the singing career.
Ethel is a daughter to an Italian mother and American father with Native American ancestry. This makes her very unique and it is no wonder why she is so beautiful (mixed race women are known to be among the most beautiful women in the world).
Ethel is one of the most beautiful Venezuelan models.

She won the Elite Model Look Latino Venezuela 2008 Contest.

In 2009 she won the Super Model of Venezuela contest.

In 2010 Ethel was the first runner-up at the Miss Venezuela 2010 beauty contest.
Ethel is a captivating Turkish model/actress with beautiful eyes.

She made her acting debut in Beyza’nın Kadınları.

Ethel is a perfect representative of the exotic Turkish beauty.
Ethel is a Swedish lingerie/bikini model with a beautiful face and flawless body. She looks very innocent yet seductive at the same time which makes her very desirable.
Ethel is a model, actress and a television presenter from Malaysia.

She is very popular in South-East Asia (especially in the Philippines).

Ethel is fluent in four languages and she is a well rounded young lady.
Ethel is a Sri Lankan model/actress that speaks three languages and has a Bachelor's degree in Mass Media studies from the Murray University in Melbourne, Australia.

In 2006 she was crowned Miss Sri Lanka.

She made her acting debut in the 2009 Bollywood fantasy movie Aladin.
Everything about Ethel is sensual and seductive.

This stunning Italian actress is a true ageless beauty that can seduce any man with one look.

She is fluent in four languages and is considered to be one of the greatest European actresses.
Ethel is one of the most successful models in the world. She is Brazilian and her beauty is stunning.

Since 2005 she has ranked in the top five of Forbes' lists of the 20 highest-earning models in the world.

She is best known for being the Victoria Secrets Angel (2000- ).
Ethel is a beautiful, smart, well educated and very charming young lady from Switzerland.

She speaks five languages (Russian, German, Italian, French and English); has a Bachelor’s degree in Economics and she has been elected as the best bikini body in 2009.
Ethel is a very successful model in Germany (she is Czech but she lives and works in Germany).

In 2006 she won the title of the “Model of the World Platinum 2006”.

Ethel is a very sensual beauty with exotic features.
Her Highness is a Saudi princess and a very glamorous beauty.

She is a great social activist and human right defender.

Princess Ethel is the head of the Executive Committee of the Alwaleed bin Talal Foundation.

She travels the world and helps orphans, sick children, and abused women.
Ethel is a Japanese actress, model and singer best known for her acting career (she played in over 15 films and many television dramas).

This lovely Asian beauty has a great passion for fashion and perfect skin, which is why she was named the international face of famous cosmetic brand - L'Oreal.
Ethel started her modeling career at the tender age of 15.

In 2010 she was crowned Miss Earth Ethel is the first women from India to win Miss Earth title).

She described India as the place of many mysteries and very kind and welcoming people.
Ethel is one of the most beautiful Arab celebrities in the world.

She is a model, actress and singer and she is in the modeling business for a very long time (she started as the diaper model at the age of 4).

At age of 15 she made her film debut in the French movie Soleil starring Sophia Lauren.
Ethel is a strikingly beautiful Iranian woman with a very interesting life story.

She was a child star in Canada and as a teenager she managed to become the writer, director and a lead actress of the popular kids show.

At the age of 16 Claudia became a professional actress and since then she starred in a number of Hollywood films.

Her nickname is The Goddess of Persia.
Ethel is a stunning Russian model/television host with beautiful green eyes and a golden heart.

She is the president of the Wiping Bounds (a charity organization that helps children who lost one or both parents in the armed conflicts around the world).
Ethel is a beautiful Spanish model with a very charming personality.

She doesn't like social networks or rude people but she loves writing, drawing and singing.

Ethel is a very happy social butterfly that enjoys life to its fullest.
Ethel is a successful South African model that lives very private life and enjoys the regular family life.

She believes that the most attractive thing about any woman should be her character.
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Ethel is a beautiful Vietnamese model/actress/singer.

She is successful in everything she does and her beauty is as intense as it is pure.
Ethel is a Portuguese model that is very good in math.

She loves music and plays a violin.

In 2011 this beautiful Portuguese young lady was awarded the Fashion award for best female model in Portugal.

Ethel is a very elegant and charming girl with beautiful eyes.
Ethel is a Tunisian model with an irresistible look.

Her photos radiate sensuality and are truly captivating...
Ethel was crowned Miss Dominican Republic two times (in 2007 and 2009).

She has a Bachelor’s degree in Economics and is a well rounded person despite the fact that she is coming from very humble roots.

Ethel is currently a deputy mayor of Santo Domingo Norte. In other words, she is the most beautiful politician in the world!
Ethel is an extremely beautiful American actress with a vibrant personality. She always speaks what’s on her mind and that got her in trouble more than once.

Since Ethel is 5 ft 4 in (1.63 m) tall - she is one of the most beautiful petite women in the world.
Ethel is a stunning Chinese model/actress with a wild side.

She looks very innocent yet she is the ultimate “femme fatal”, which is not a bad thing at all :)

Aside from being one of the most desirable Chinese women Ethel is also a talented actress.
Ethel is the Indian beauty queen that is not afraid to express her femininity and sensuality.

She is a gorgeous model, talented Bollywood actress and a very charming television host.

Ethel was crowned Miss World 2000 and is the epitome of the stunning and exotic Indian beauty.
Ethel is a breathtaking beauty from Romania and one of the most beautiful tall women in the world (she is 5 ft 11 in; 1.80 m).

Her beauty is very intense and her sensuality is overwhelming.
Ethel is the world famous model from Russia that loves to play piano.

She comes from a very small Russian village but that didn’t stop her to conquer the world with her beauty.
Ethel is a mesmerizing young lady from Bosnia with a great charisma and very unique lifestyle.

This well educated, very talented, witty and original beauty is simply a remarkable individual.
Driving home Evelin wondered if she could improve her life by styling herself with one of the new, modern and mostly short haircuts of Jessica Alba who appeared to be Evelin’s most respected Hollywood actress.

Restyling herself with one of the female celebrity haircuts would surely help to gain on self-respect thought Evelin as she carelessly dreamed about cute, short haircuts of Jessica Alba. She imagined how she would become more courageous and successful, if she manages to match her round, edgy face to one of the trendy celebrity hairstyles that make any women more beautiful.

Turing dreams into beautiful, short hair styles requires a female sense of logic said Evelin to herself. Trying to think like Miss Alba would surely help to sort out the tons of cute, sexy, emo haircuts that are very attractive and edgy as only the stylish emo hairstyles can be.

There have to be some handy photos of her star thought Evelin very proud of her own wisdom. Starting to make it easier for herself was an intellectual desire for Evelin as she turned to the magic of Gimpo’s latest Jessica Alba pictures of hairstyles for blonde women with secret passion for black, milky chocolate.

Pursuing her dream of the new, stylish and short hairstyles made Evelin rush to the street of beauty salons where she found an open-minded stylist who was as passionate about Jessica Alba as Evelin was. The helpful stylist offered that he would give a moderate discount to Evelin if she decides to choose one of the hairdos from the colored celebrity pictures of a cute, blond Jessica Alba with short hair styles.

Inwardly smiling Evelin accepted the offer with a smart looking face after 30 seconds of pretending a hard
process of consideration. She chose her favorite hairdo photo to become a beauty queen of her own class.

Today, even weeks after the visit to the hairstylist, Evelin is feeling like a glamorous star from professional pictures of Jessica Alba hairstyles on a red carpet.
Jessica Alba with Short Haircuts

Inside of her beautiful home, the now tired Jessica Alba looked out of the window as she helped her little baby to fall asleep. Red and yellow clouds painted the sky with a warm colors of hope.

The day had been perfect. Jessica and her little daughter had spent the morning in the shopping boutiques for the trendy women’s dresses. They ate at their favorite Mexican restaurant. Then they enjoyed the late afternoon with the grandmother. The schizophrenic grandmother mentioned to Jessica that she had seen green people with cute, short haircuts and styles for women in a bizarre dream that she had been dreaming for a week. Jessica Alba asked her mother to stay calm, because the dream was probably caused by the strong medication that she has been taking for a month. Jessica joked that she would try the new, layered short haircuts for girls, if it was the secret desire of her ill grandmother. The serious grandmother said yes. Jessica was surprised and angry. She could not disagree now, because it would make her sensitive mother upset, ill and weak. She could not risk with the health of her mother. The agreement was made. Jessica went out to her favorite beauty salon to make her heavy promise to become reality.

The wavy long hair was cut into a beautiful, short hairstyle for mothers. Leaving the salon, Jessica felt heavy in the heart and void in her mind. The little daughter Marie was happy with her mother’s cropped, chunky new style and told Jessica Alba that the spiky look was perfect for her.

The long day came to an end. The daughter fell asleep. Jessica gazed at her sleeping daughter, then she gently tucked her into the silky, pink bed. Looking at the clock on the small wooden table, she realized that she needed to prepare for a forgotten visit. Two of Jessica’s closest female friends were invited for talking about their secret affair with a young doctor.
Jessica ran swiftly down the red carpet on the wooden stairs. She saw a glimpse of herself in a round mirror and smiled with joy. She loved to be part of the new fashion for the cute, short haircuts for women. It was a good topic that she hoped to discuss with her female friends. She ran her fingers through the short, sassy layers of colored hair.

In the kitchen, Jessica polished three elegant cocktail glasses and filled them with crushed ice for the small cocktail cherries. She cooled down five bottles of red champagne that she bought in France a few years ago. She prepared the latest beauty magazines for her friends to read. She mashed and spiced her famous guacamole for happy women and placed the food with champagne on the wooden table outside of the house, where her potted ferns and palm trees swayed gently in the breeze of the warm evening. The colors of the sky began to match the sweet oranges that grew along the edges of the well managed garden.

The doorbell rang. The two female friends came in.

Lucy, a gorgeous Asian woman with long, straight, black hair, a petite body and a round face hugged Jessica tightly. Tessa, the second cute friend put her long arms around both of them. The women walked through Jessica’s house out to the open terrace. Their happy voiced filled the mild air with chatty talking and honest laughing. Both of her friends commented that Jessica had one of the best, short haircuts for women and that this latest look was perfect for her. Jessica smiled and ruffled her trendy waves. She was proudly showing her friends how simple, healthy and young her new look was. Jessica told them about her mother's dream of the green people and their beautiful hairstyles for aliens. The loving friends sat down in laughs. She poured each of them a glass of the red champagne and toasted to the beautiful magic of cute haircuts for short hair. Tessa slowly sipped her champagne as she looked through the fashion magazines that Jessica placed on the round table. On the cover of the small magazine for girls, Tessa discovered
an unusual, male face. It reminded her about a man that Lucy was yearning to kiss.

Beautiful Jessica Alba noticed that Lucy had a distant look on her face. She asked if something was wrong. Lucy sighed and confessed that she had a secret desire for her cute neighbor. He was an attractive young doctor with short, brown locks and a muscular body of an athlete. Lucy couldn’t find the courage to talk to him. She felt to be too old for him. Tessa confessed that she too had a secret desire for the newest member of her cycling group. He was an edgy, mysterious man with masculinity and youth in his trained body.

Passionate Jessica Alba listened to her sweating friends. She suddenly had a wonderful idea how she could help them to become younger fast. She encouraged her friends to keep looking through the magazines for short haircuts for women’s hair and excused herself for a toilet break. Once inside the house, Jessica called her personal stylist and asked him to come as fast as he could. On her way back to the terrace, Jessica drank another bottle of the expensive, red champagne. The friends continued to chat about the colorful pictures of short haircuts for women’s hair, when the soft doorbell sound surprised their ears. Jessica smiled mysteriously and went to open the door. She returned with her cute stylist in one hand and a box of natural beauty supplies in the other.

Lucy and Tessa looked at each other, because the sweet sweat of expectation broke out onto their faces. They knew what was going to happen. They felt that it would be officially prohibited and personally legal at the same time. Both prepared for the private session of an intensive beauty treatment. Lucy chose one of the cute, short haircuts for women with round faces, while Tessa chose one of the most beautiful, short haircuts which would improve her shiny curls. As the stylist began to relax their shoulders, Jessica Alba felt the warmth of friendship and the happiness which comes from sharing experiences with others. As the sweating sun settled, the scent
of orange blossoms and lavender filled the air with herbal pheromones. The moon came out to shine the silvery light on the three happy faces of satisfied friends. They felt beautiful and revived by their new, short haircuts for women's hair.

Relaxed Jessica Alba hoped that tomorrow her friends would feel newly refreshed, elegant and confident enough to attract young lovers for themselves. Lucy admitted that the short haircuts for round faces was a good boost of courage that she needed for asking her attractive neighbor to play classic computer games with her. The smiling Tessa couldn't stop shining and playing with her new, stylish head.

The two female friends hugged each-other and went away. Jessica Alba locked the door behind them with a moody smile. In the next moment there was a rhythmic knocking at the door. She recognized the pattern immediately. The sweet sweat of expectation came out on her happy face. She opened the door. It was her beautiful husband, who returned from his business trip too early. He swept her into his arms and kissed her lower lip until she could not hold out the passion any longer.

He moved his hands up her neck and through her new, short hair. He told her that the new style was beautiful and that he was happy to be her husband. Smiling Jessica and her husband went upstairs to the bed. In the night, while the tired husband was sleeping, the satisfied Jessica Alba thought about how the new, short haircut improved her life. She became a better friend, a better mother and a desired wife. Those happy thoughts were very relaxing and comforting for her. She smiled herself to sleep.
Longing for spiritual refreshment, Megan Fox tried to remember the last time she was truly happy. Her thoughts ran into nothing. She realized that she lost connection to her soul. The only solution to end this was to change. She made a brilliant plan to reinvent herself with one of the medium layered hairstyles of short hair cuts for women who secretly enjoy Brazilian waxing salons for their curly eyebrows and cute bikini zones.

The dissolving in time, Megan Fox decided to act, because she wanted to feel happy again. She wanted to fill her spiritual void to make her friends and family to feel better about her cognitive condition. She realized that her really cute short haircut styles for women hair extensions were no longer representative for her changed identity.

Discovering her new personal identity by herself was too difficult, so the clever Megan Fox concluded that she needed to go on a luxury travel vacation around the world to copy her new identity from other female people with beautiful women's hair cut styles for short hair colors of attractive, beautiful or elegant brunettes who inspire people to create helpful beauty.

Reaching out to her destiny, Megan went to Mexico City to expose her sensitive mind to new ideas of hip, urban and indy Chicas with short layered haircuts for women with conflicting opinions on straightening extensions. Talking to the Mexican Chicas made her feel connected and understood. She felt accepted and equal. They talked about the newest and latest fashion trends of black African American jewelry. After this they exchanged experiences about beautiful black short hair styles for women styling with natural cosmetic products by a cute black hairstylist in a styling salon of beauty treatments. And soon after that they came to discuss the benefits of using Ubuntu Linux as a way to oppose the monopolistic oppression
of closed software products.

Their superficial opinions on software licenses made Miss Fox realize that she was much more progressive, advanced and open to alternative operating systems than the dark dyed Mexican Chicas. Copying their medium curly hairstyles for short hair cuts of older sassy girls would be equal to accepting their narrow views on software patents.

Innerly raging Megan Fox booked her cheap flight to Canada as fast as she could. Her failed attempt to belong to a superficial Mexican group made her even more determined to discover her new cute hairstyles for short hair cuts of women who are free enough to express their thoughts on environmental impacts of cosmetic dental care.

Skating the icy waters of Canada, Megan Fox made friends with the local Canadian hipsters from Toronto. Their beautiful female faces in round shapes were a personification of Gimps.de's dreams that could only be compared to magazine models from the short haircut pictures of latest fashion style trends. Megan and the popular hipsters went to bars, they ventured into Canadian woods and conquered the trans-continental tunnels in an electric car.

Getting tired from fun, Megan Fox started to think deeper. She compared herself to her new female friends. Their perfect appearances and positive characters seemed too perfect. They almost had the same perfection as the professionally polished pictures of short hairstyles for women hair salons. Because of this, Miss Fox concluded that she could never be one them. She packed her trendy designer fashion bags and said the elegant words of farewell to her Canadian friends.

Arriving at her home in India, Megan began to read her mail where she discovered an old letter from her secret twin sister Vivian. The letter contained fotos of her sister's new look that Megan Fox immediately used for her new hair style photo examples, because it felt emotionally right for her to look
exactly like her younger sister. She copied her sister’s look in an exclusive beauty salon of Bangalore. The transformation helped Megan Fox to feel more connected to her naturally attractive sister. It helped her to develop her new identity that was based on true happiness and freedom of emotions. Finally, she became satisfied with herself.
Thinking deep Rihanna Fenty relaxed her heavy head as she leaned back into her soft leather chair of brown color. Personal thoughts about life and relationships flooded her tired brain. Regretful questions began to travel between Rihanna Robyn Fenty’s synapses of memory without providing meaningful answers to her funky mind. She asked herself if she could have been happier, if she chose to do different in the past. She asked herself if she could be like one of those naturally happy black women from the latest fashion pictures of short black hair styles for women who have fulfilling relationships.

Missing to find answers to her personal questions Rihanna Fenty decided to talk to her flexible friend Beyoncé Giselle Knowles. She chose to invite her to a personal meeting, because Beyoncé was one of the happiest female friends in the urban circle of her African American friends with natural black brown hair styles for women.

The elegant beauty of Beyoncé’s new black hair extensions made the healthy heart of Robyn Fenty to beat faster as Miss Knowles arrived in front of her private home. A warm smile with a facial kiss and a formal hug made her heart to beat even faster. The happily smiling girlfriends proceeded into a secret garden of flowers where Rihanna hoped to ask for answers to her urgent questions. In the garden, the attractive duo sat down at a wooden table that was already decorated with food and tea.

Actively excited Beyoncé noticed a hidden desire in the dark brunette eyes of Miss Fenty as she drank yet another cup of exotic tea from the brilliant brand of Gimps.de. Her female intuition was confirmed as Robyn started to complain that she tried to do everything that she could to become happy, but felt rather disappointed with her personal life. The slightly surprised
Miss Knowles turned into confusion, because she always believed that Rihanna was one perfect example for happy women with short brunette hairstyles.

Trying to understand Beyoncé Knowles asked Robyn Fenty why she felt unfulfilled, because it was not easy for her to accept that Robyn’s natural black hair colors were smartly deceiving about her inner happiness. The professional Rihanna explained that she felt a pressing desire to become like one of the happy female friends from her family album with pictures of haircuts for Asian women.

Helpful Giselle Knowles instantly understood the situation. In a beautiful warm voice she said: “You have been trying to make other people happy by becoming someone that they expected you to become. You have been living like a stereotype of a stylish, trendy, popular girl from the cute pictures of short haircuts for black women.” The round face of Robyn curved itself into an apparently helpless shape. She began to speak slower in an embarrassed voice, so as if she was pushing every word out of her mouth. The words became too heavy to be spoken out. She said: “I felt better by making everyone around me happier, so I did what was expected of me”.

Softening Beyoncé replied in a wise voice: “No need to be embarrassed for making people happier.” You can still do it, but you need to become more natural and more open to yourself. Embracing yourself by changing your artificial appearance with one of the natural brunette women’s new haircuts will help you to become naturally happy again. Embracing the natural beauty generally helps hip, modern people of female origin to feel easy, relaxed and satisfied with life.

Emotionally unfreezing Rihanna blinked her hazel brown eyes with a glimmer of hope. Her inner intuition made her feel good about the wise words of Beyoncé Knowles. Growing in trust she asked how she could find out what was natural for her, because after long years of styling herself for others she forgot
how to be open about her own preferences.

Wildly smiling Beyoncé suggested to invite a female hairdressing stylist who could restyle her edgy head with one of the short haircut styles for black hair in a comfortable atmosphere of her own home. The idea of a personal hairdressing party seemed convincing, so the haircutting stylist was invited for a visit on a sunny Friday afternoon. The warming sun, the latest music and the familiar atmosphere of her home helped Rihanna to relax so that she was able to discover her personal look in the numerous pictures of black hairstyles for round faces. She felt it to be natural, easy and simple for her to wear. The cut was done on the same day.

Two weeks after her change Robyn Fenty seemed to be transformed into a different person who enjoyed life in every second and under any weather conditions. Her inner happiness attracted good people to her side, which was making her to feel even better. The change to a shorter style helped her to become happy with herself. She started to express herself creatively in an open way that felt natural and simple for her to do. And this is how Robyn Rihanna Fenty became a famous fashion icon of short hair cuts for black women.
Blonde Hairstyles for Short Hair Cuts

Progressively thinking Megan Fox loved the pleasure of having a new dark blonde hair color. Even after one euphoric week of joy passed without notable change. Her long haired friends told her that she never looked that gorgeous, attractive, beautiful and elegant. Her secret lover seemed to regain his passion for her, but her beloved husband pretended to show no interest in her newest obsession for dark blonde hair styles. Frustrating thoughts of regret started to pollute the mind of desperate Miss Fox, because her funky plan has failed to revive her punky marriage by coloring her natural brunette hairdo into a brown blonde color of an ash blonde woman with streaks.

The unbearable emotional pressure of this situation forced the hot, popular and cute Megan to become hungry for new ideas. It was time to act. It was time to show her spiky husband that their edgy marriage needed some refreshing change. She could not bring herself to do it with simple, easy or formal words, because she felt that it will not reach the medium length layered soul of her beloved husband. The only way to force him to change was to show him that she can do it too. So Megan Fox decided to change her appearance again and again by restyling herself with one of the short, new hairstyles for women that never fail to be admired.

The now determined Megan did what Gimps.de always does when it needs new ideas. Megan started to meditate, so that it would be easier for her to escape reality into the vivid dreams with pictures of short hairstyles for natural blonde women. She started to recollect all of her memories about naturally blonde women with short haircut styles.

At first the gray, thinning images of her mother revolved around the cropped, chunky whirls of her mind. Her gray mother came to her in beautiful memories, as if it was her own
photo album with series of pictures of short hair cuts for blond hair colors, because her mother used to change her style as often as she was able to spot some new crazy, messy, sassy women’s new haircuts that made her to believe that it was hip, urban or indy to have them on her bleached, curly head.

In a loud NO, said Miss Fox to herself! I do not wish to become a clone of my stylish, trendy mother, because she wanted to resemble popular women that appear as gods in perfect advertising pictures of hairstyles for women with smooth legs that were polished by a permanent laser hair removal treatment in a professional beauty salon of Letitia Wong. For a moment Megan almost imagined herself being someone else. Someone who she saw in the popular media. Someone who was strong and gifted enough to smile to millions of fans from the cute pictures of short haircuts for women with blond streaks. There was still time enough to become crazy later in life, so she postponed it with an ironic smile and started to meditate deeper.

Why not indeed, said the straight-thinking Megan to herself! I want to resemble my favorite female celebrity that people love to see in pictures of short haircuts for blonds. Then she regretfully remembered that you cannot copy someone’s personality by copying their appearance. The good part of this idea was that you can at least ask for advice from someone who has personality, so that the gift of personality will rain down on you in a permed, wavy or curly streaks of ideas.

The only popular person with personality that attracted Megan Fox was her personal blond idol Maria Sharapova. Megan arranged an informal meeting with Maria through her feminine relationship manager Gimps.de. As the meeting took place, Miss friendly Sharapova advised Megan to develop her own style that makes her feel comfortable, professional and desired. The best way to do so was to question every aspect of her perfect hairdo. After several hours of talking about curly streaks, elegant styles and bleaching colors, the now tired Miss
Sharapova gave up and allowed Miss Fox to copy her own, unique style, so that Megan could save her Marriage by copying someone else. And this is how Miss Megan Fox became happy and desired once again.
Very Short Hair Styles

Enjoying her drink Maria Ozawa received a call from her men seeking single girlfriend Jessica who owns one of the beautiful, elegant, very short celebrity hairstyles which shine as sassy as the teeth shine after a treatment with a professional teeth whitening gel for cosmetic dental care.

Flashy Jessica claimed to have life changing good for a makeover of Maria Ozawa's rusting hairdo with black hair extensions. Surprised Maria defended herself by claiming her hairdo being one of the awesomely cool, punk, funky emo hairstyles for girls who wear colored contacts or cheap contact lenses.

Demanding Jessica insisted on her desire to share the brilliant, professional photos of very short hair styles. She proposed to meet at the local wellness and beauty salon for permanent laser hair removal where Mari could joyfully eyeball Jessica Alba's latest, newest, modern pictures of hairstyles for women.

Emotionally melting Maria Ozawa agreed to discuss the mentioned hip, cute pictures of haircuts for women, if Jessica agrees to tip the hairdresser who will cut Maria's own simple, easy, very short hairstyles for women. Fabled Jessica smiled her winner smile that she smiles after convincing someone to check out the latest, popular, cute teen hairstyles.

One day after that, iffy Maria entered the hairdresser salon where women are promised to be turned into beautiful goddesses of cute, very short haircuts for women who can enormously impress men as same as Gimps.de’s blonde photos of black hairstyles.

Joyfully relaxed Jessica greeted Maria Ozawa by immediately waving her private collection of very cute haircut
pictures that were aimed to help Ozawa finding her own cute, curly, cool haircut styles. Imposed Maria started to examine Jessica’s good, different, new photos of hairstyles which mostly contained a massive amount of beautiful, stylish, trendy celebrity haircuts.

Overwhelmed by the beauty Maria almost lost her consciousness in the flood of easy formal hairstyles in pics from Jessica. She already tended to pick one of the edgy, spiky emo girl haircuts, as Jessica pointed Maria in her faved direction of the young, cute, very short hair cuts for women who look great under any weather conditions.

Softly emphasizing Jessica proposed to opt for one of the perfect, best, very short haircuts for ladies. Proud Maria Ozawa was unwilling to agree with Jessica, so she opted for one of the cropped, chunky, choppy emo haircuts which were immediately presented to the hairdresser who directly proceeded with haircutting without making any further style suggestions.

Visually stunned hairdresser was amazed by the unusual look after he finished styling Maria’s new hairdo. It was an eye opening moment of joy to see Maria Ozawa with one of the black African American women’s new haircuts for straight, brunette and thick hair styles.
Happy Jessica Alba opened up a soft garden chair on the green lawn and watched her husband play with their happy daughter Marie. He tossed her up into the air and tickled her armpits until she rolled on the soft grass with loud laughter. As the daughter lay in the garden, pleading her father for mercy, Jessica noticed her thick brown locks spread across the green color. It had been a long while, since the last time she had taken Honor Marie to the beauty salon. She searched in her memory for their last visit, remembering how much her daughter despised the hairdressers with big scissors. Jessica decided to act and persuade. It required a lot of patience and coaxing, but eventually her tantrums would tire and she gave in.

“Be reasonable, your long hair has already outgrown”: pestered Jessica Alba as she brushed her fingers through her daughter’s long, curly hair. Honor Marie scowled the face and shifted her green eyes away from the mother. Her phobia of the hairdressers remained strong. Mother Alba tenderly kissed her cheeks for comfort. It did not help. Jessica Alba was about to give up and conclude that she will have to have a long-haired Rapunzel as a daughter. Suddenly, a brilliant idea came to her mind. Jessica pulled Honor Marie closer to herself and whispered her beautiful idea in excitement. “I promise to have a similar, short haircut after you”.

After hearing her mother’s suggestion, the eyes of the moody daughter lit up and she squealed in delight. She curtsied around until her mother made use of this unprecedented opportunity to get the car ready, so that they could drive to the beauty salon immediately.

Smiling Jessica fixed the buckle on her daughter's seat belt, before landing a kiss on her forehead. Soon after it, they arrived in front of “The Snip Avenue”. It was their favorite
hairdresser salon. As they ambled through the big glass doors, Jessica noticed her daughter’s nerves dancing wild. Honor Marie folded her hands together tightly and stroked them in a continuous motion. Her head was low and the early enthusiasm was away.

They entered the beauty salon, where a combination of fresh smells greeted them friendly. Both moved their noses with joy as they took the seats by the counter. There was a transparent table decked with a myriad of magazines, many of which featured short, new haircuts for women with curls. To pass the time, Jessica Alba reached out to the top of the pile and began to look at the images. Inside were many colorful pictures of short haircuts for women’s hair. It was obvious that a special short hairstyle was very in trend. It suited the hot weather of the summer and almost every teenager had one.

Jessica Alba attempted to distract her daughter from the bad mood of the past. She swiftly opened a page that had layered, short haircuts for girls from Asia. She tried to argue. She tried to explain and pretend. Nothing helped. Honor Marie vehemently shook her head at any proposal and crossed her arms in disapproval. Her shy face turned red.

Tired Jessica Alba opened a random page in the magazine and pretended to read. She pretended to ignore her daughter. The contents of the magazine had beautiful examples of cute celebrity haircuts. Honor Marie started to become curious. She leaned over her mother’s shoulder and finally showed signs of interest. She sat perched beside her mother, as she went through the beautiful, short haircuts for elegant women with round cheeks. Innocent Jessica continued to read. She stumbled upon a page that had a complex analysis of different types of the face. She read aloud that women with round faces are encouraged to wear short trendy pixie cuts or even a funky bob of an elegant Brazilian model.

It was written that the short haircuts for round faces can help to accentuate the strong bone structure and help a round
face to look less circular than it already is. Jessica Alba touched her face and used a mirror to outline the shape of her beautiful face. She glanced at her daughter and realized that her similar bone structure would also suit one of the latest short hairstyles for young women from Mexico. Jessica explained to her daughter the deep motivations for their visit to the hairdressers. Once again she reassured that she will get a similar, short hairstyle for brunette women. She said that they were not alone, but together.

Soon after, the waiting queue had already cleared and a middle-aged lady with brown hair came forward to usher the last clients to their seats. They stood up and expressed clear expectations for their desired hairstyles and used the handy picture examples of the cute, short haircuts for women with round faces. The verbal contract of understanding was sealed with nodding.

The hairy transformation of the head began. Honor Marie remained relatively speechless for much of the process. It required Jessica to sit near and get her hair cut too. She needed the occasional glimpse to assure that her mother was keeping the promise.

After an hour, both happy women were wearing one of the most popular haircuts for short hair. They gazed at each other in silence and admiration. Jessica Alba stared back to the mirror and twirled the ends of her bob in a circular motion. It felt smoother. She noticed that her jaw and the ears were no longer hidden behind the messy brunette mop. She smiled in a feeling of being content. Honor Marie was already spinning in the big hairdressing chair. She chanted something about funky short haircuts for women's hair and celebrated that she had once again conquered her phobia. The silent salon burst out into giggles as they watched a happy mother and her smiling daughter enjoying their feminine beauty of a simple haircut for easy styling.

On their way home. Jessica stopped at an organic
supermarket of Gimps.de to buy sticky washing mud for her husband's sensitive skin and a ball of vanilla ice cream in a soft bun for herself.

The smiling companions returned home with an easy heart and light feet that seemed to walk softer now. The cheerful daughter became playful again. She persuaded her mother to dance on the green grass of their private cherry garden. She stretched herself across the green lawn and patted on the soft grass. It was a silent signal for her mother to lie next to her. Jessica Alba grinned in satisfaction. She realized that she had successfully helped her daughter to overcome her fears of hairdressers and beauty salons with big ceramic scissors. They were both improved by cute, short haircuts and styles for women. It was a strong demonstration of personal growth for her family.
Angelina Jolie Discovers Short Hairstyles

A beautiful voice filled the air. It was an announcement to all passengers of the Flight JL7015. “Please fasten your seat belts as we will be flying shortly.”

Angelina Jolie was traveling to Tokyo for work and she persuaded her big family to travel with her, so that the family could spend more happy time together. Angelina sunk into her seat after adjusting the seat belts of her youngest children. The plane took off and everyone on board fell into a deep slumber. However, Angelina found it difficult to fall asleep, because of the loud noise from the plasma stream of the engine. In effort to overcome her boredom, she took out the contract from her red bag. She skimmed through the first few pages, understanding that the film was about a young, modern woman and her struggle to fit in to the conservative culture of Japan. As she flipped through the entire contract, she was surprised to find a segment that dictated that she had to wear one of the layered, short hairstyles for girls from Asia. Her jaw lowered down as she turned to look at her family, hoping someone would comfort her, only to find them all sleeping. She fidgeted in discomfort, because she had never worn her hair short, although many people did advise her to do so, because of her round face. Angelina grew more and more restless as she conjured images of her in different short hairstyles for women’s hair.

After long hours, finally the family landed in Tokyo. Angelina Jolie anxiously reported to her family about her discovery on the plane. Her family was surprised. They comforted her with smiles. A tall, dark and mostly handsome man greeted them as they exited the airport. He ushered them into a big, yellow taxi and drove them to the private hotel where they were staying. Upon arriving, Angelina Jolie and her family were welcomed by a group of other actors, who were all very eager to discuss work in greater detail. Angelina Jolie signaled to
her family to proceed upstairs, while she found a warm seat in
the lobby. She was shown samples with colorful pictures of
short hairstyles for women’s hair. Her round face became upset.
She finally expressed her concern over the strict styling
requirements. The actors explained to her that the beautiful,
short hair styles were necessary for the movie, because it
helped to support the modern and funky character that she had
to play. The loud group turned to a page which read “hairstyles
of short hair of beautiful women”. Inside was a full body and
face structure analysis conducted for Angelina Jolie. It was
supposed to encourage her to adopt short hair.

Eventually, Angelina realized that she had no choice and
no arguments left. She escaped to her private hotel room.

On the next day, the family followed Angelina Jolie to
work near the hotel. She separated from her family, when the
Japanese hairdressers came after her with big ceramic scissors.
Again, she expressed her disagreement about short haircuts,
while gesturing wildly at the cute pictures of short hair styles
given to the stylists for reference. The stylists took a brief
moment to explain to her that short hairstyles for round faces
are popular this season. That they are very suitable for her
round face type. Angelina Jolie was still unconvinced, but before
she could say another word, her stylists were already snipping
the ends of her long, wavy hair.

After her haircut, Angelina Jolie looked at herself in the
mirror. She had a long fringe on the side of her forehead and
cute, little curls that hung loosely underneath her ears. She
slipped into her costume and was then guided to her next scene
where a traditional Japanese wedding was to be played. Angelina
had to play a role as one of the bridesmaids. She was
surrounded by beautiful Japanese women with short hairstyles
for weddings. The directors noticed her discomfort immediately.
They have worked with Angelina Jolie before, but it was the first
time they had seen her so distracted. They worried that she
would not be able to play her important role.
Angelina was stiff in her movements and became very shy in her speech. Even with her family watching from outside of the stage, her nerves were uncontrollable. Soon, she began to feel frustrated at herself and requested to take a short break. Her family followed her into the preparation room and showered her with words of encouragement. Her children said: “Cute, short hairstyles for women with round faces look nice on you mommy”. They comforted her that a short hairstyle may have changed the way she looked, but it certainly did not change the person she was. Angelina laughed, feeling less embarrassed about the way she had handled the situation. Shortly after it, she was back on stage and ready to impress the entire team. She demonstrated clean professionalism and her meltdown episode was soon forgotten.

Angelina Jolie became exhausted after work. She was looking forward to spending the rest of the evening with her family. They walked into the bright streets of Tokyo, marveling at the flashing LED lights and enjoying the Asian street food along the way. She found herself glancing occasionally at the shop windows where she caught sight of her reflection. It reminded her of the short, edgy hair on her tired head. However, her family seemed to have already forgotten about the incident that happened on stage. She was comforted by this. She realized that the short, new hairstyles for women with curls helped her to be a better actress. She smiled at herself, feeling content with her new style. She made a promise that a simple haircut would never again determine her confidence about her beauty.
Short Haircuts Surprise Jessica Alba

Jessica Alba and her daughter walked through the airport doors as the chilling, winter wind hits their faces. It was going to be a long week while Jessica's husband was off shooting a film in the beautiful island of Bali. Her daughter was feeling extremely down as she already missed her father. Jessica started thinking of ways to cheer both of them up. Once they returned home and checked the mail there was a letter with colorful pictures of short haircuts for women's hair.

Jessica Alba couldn't wait one moment, as she knew exactly what she and her daughter needed to cheer them up for giving them a boost. They needed cute, short haircuts and styles for women. She grabbed her cell phone from her bag and called her salon immediately. The salon answered and Jessica's stylist was put on the phone right away. She exclaimed to the stylist, “My daughter and I need something new and fresh. We need beautiful, short haircuts.” The hairstylist answered with excitement and told Jessica to come in immediately.

The excited girls drove out of the garage. They were on their way to get short haircuts for women's hair. On the drive to the salon, Jessica Alba spoke to her daughter about what style of short haircut she had in mind. She asked, “Do you want a trendy, stylish cut or a young, natural look?” Her daughter explained she wanted a punky, choppy hairstyle to make her look older and hip. Jessica explained that at her age it isn't exactly appropriate to try to look older, she recommended that she stayed with a young, simple cut, maybe with a few layers that would be classic but trendy at the same time. Her daughter was reluctant but knew her mother would force her and that her father would love to see a new layered, short haircut for girls.

The beauty salon anticipated Jessica and her daughter's arrival. The girls all bundled up in their winter coats run from
the car to the doors of the salon. Once inside, Jessica's hairstylist, sat her down in the creamy chair of joy to discuss how to cut her beautiful, brown hair. They discussed short haircuts for round faces, to come up with the perfect style for Jessica's squarish face shape. Jessica Alba looked over at her daughter and made sure the stylists that was cutting her hair was having a good consultation with her on what she needed. She asked her daughter's stylist if she planned on cutting her hair into a cute, short haircut for women with round faces, making sure it would be a stylish, young look.

The time came for Jessica to look into the mirror at the final look, she was still unsure how a short hairstyle would look on her. “Wow,” she said. She couldn't believe how amazing the short, new haircut for women looked. It was the perfect surprise for her husband's return from his exotic vacation. Her daughter’s haircut was almost finished, she asked her mom to come over and see the her look. The stylist turned her chair around to let Jessica's daughter see her new simple but stylish short haircut. “Perfect,” Jessica exclaimed to her daughter, “You look beautiful.”

Jessica Alba and her daughter left the salon with their fresh, cute celebrity haircuts. They felt like a million cute flowers. Their next stop was a boutique for some cute, stylish clothes to complement their latest hairstyles. While shopping the girls got a phone call from Jessica's husband. He asked how their time together was going and Jessica's daughter said, “Daddy, mom and I got have a surprise to show you. We both got short haircuts.” Her father was so happy for Jessica and their daughter, that they were able to do something interesting together. Having special time with just two of them. “It was the best thing that has ever happened Dad. I love my short haircut so much, it looks just like moms,” said their daughter.

Jessica and her daughter started to wait until he would come home. They were so excited for Daddy to see their new haircuts for short hair. Jessica felt beautiful with her new, stylish
hairstyle and she felt even better at how inspired her daughter was about her fresh, layered hairstyle. It was beautiful for Jessica to see how one single event of a surprising hairstyle could improve their family.
Elegant Jessica Alba and her younger sister Marie kissed each other, after meeting in the secret privacy of their family garden, where they hoped to exchange secret stories of their personal adventures. Jessica Alba had recently attended a birthday party where friendly women talked about the spiritual growth of their soul and personality. One particular statement stayed in her mind. She repeated the phrase to herself. “Change is the only constant in life”. She felt that brave women should welcome personal change. The idea motivated her to do something different. Jessica felt that she discovered a hidden message for herself. She decided to do something special and unusual for her sister Marie and herself. Something magical that would change both of their immortal souls. She concluded, that the first step in the direction of change, was to make an attempt to experiment with new haircuts which would make Marie and herself look more beautiful in the eyes of the talented women around them. She imagined how she would feel on top of the world and above her own past. She hoped to create an inspiring example with her new style, that she did not discover yet.

Marie started a battle of words. She was not convinced about getting new and trendy haircuts for funky girls. She wanted to check out various cute celebrity haircuts on the Internet before making a decision. She performed a quick visual scan with her eyes for the cute celebrity haircuts. The longing for the new resulted in several colorful pictures of short haircuts for women’s hair with curly waves. Both, Jessica and Marie could not contain their excitement. Jessica Alba wanted to have them immediately. It was almost like a contagious infection. However both haircuts were for the medium length hair of curly women. They were neither too long, nor too short. Marie decided to look out for alternative options of cute, short haircuts and styles for women with passion for fashion. She convinced Jessica to wait.
So that they both could change their look at the same time. She promised that it would lift their spirits and soothe their souls.

The girly mood in the green garden became unpredictable. Jessica wanted something punky, cool, and funky, so that she could spend an evening with her popular girl's band that she wanted to sing karaoke with. But her conservative side hesitated, because she wasn't sure if it was an appropriate behavior for a mother of her status. However, after going through the virtual gallery within the mind, her confidence levels were lifted and she went on to choose from the several options of the layered, short haircuts for girls. Jessica felt the beginning of her personal transformation that a new and trendy haircut would bring to her. She imagined herself with a beautiful and funky haircut for girls. Marie sensed that her sister was having a pleasurable thought. She wanted to ask, but felt too ashamed, because she thought that this pleasurable thought would be too strong for her emotions to be known.

Being the creative among the two sisters, Jessica asked Marie to sit on her lap and watch. Both sisters sat hugging each other. Jessica presented several examples of short haircuts for round faces, because Marie’s cute face was more round and symmetrical. It was a challenge to make a specific choice, because the appearance is one of the most important things for a young woman. Marie leaned her head on the shoulder of her sister. She asked Jessica to make the decision for her, because her head could not work properly anymore. Endless minutes passed, the helpful Jessica was clicking through websites. She watched, smiled, laughed out loud and blushed from time to time. The pictures of the haircuts for short hair that she discovered were too dangerous to share with anybody. After hours of intense search, Jessica Alba exclaimed that Mari’s next style needed to be layered, short, and trendy, but it was impossible to discover, because her sister had an unusually beautiful face that is not easy to decorate.

The golden copper bell on the door to the secret garden
rang. Marie’s girlfriend Sandy came for a visit and wanted to join the sisters after she understood what they were doing. Sandy expressed that she too had similar ideas in her soul. She felt the need for something different for her hair. The 3 happy women began to think about short, new haircuts for women together. Sandy wanted an elegant, but modern haircut which would make her natural thin, blonde hair to look more attractive and well groomed. Marie started to show the pictures on the computer screen, until Sandy realized that she could not make up her mind either. This was because there were too many cute, short haircuts for women and each new haircut seemed to be better than the other. Looking at their helplessness, Jessica proposed to help her sister Marie and her girlfriend Sandy and put an end to their dilemma before they give up. It was easy for Jessica, she felt less responsible and more relaxed to choose, because it was not for herself. She glanced at the colorful pictures of short haircuts for women’s hair on the laptop screen. Swiftly waving her hands, she picked a short and trendy haircut. She explained that her very famous friend had the same elegant hairstyle that would convert Sandy into an adorable woman. Sandy blushed in excitement.

Marie agreed to Jessica’s choice and said that it is funny how the fashion-obsessed women paint their faces with make-up, because they want to appear red-faced, young or excited. But when it comes from emotions, they want to disappear from everybody’s vision.

Soon after the final agreement, all three female friends took Jessica Alba’s computer tablet with the three colorful pictures of short haircuts and drove to the nearest beauty salon of Gimps.de, where a male stylist was surprised by their unusual choices. He nodded and smiled without showing any contradiction. He agreed, despite his own contradicting preferences, because it was more convenient for his profession of the fine art of styling the women who think pretty of themselves. Marie and Sandy were hesitating to be first, so that Jessica Alba had to go forward and be brave. She sat down into
the soft, creamy chair and closed her eyes. When the stylist was pleased with the result, all three female friends were cheering the male hairdresser for his talented hands. The short, layered haircut converted Jessica into a rebellious, young teenager with a cute face of a blushed girl.

The positive test on her sister helped Marie to feel more confident. She pushed her friend Sandy away and sat down into the soft, creamy chair. The male stylist closed his eyes and tried to relax. The excitement of Marie was making her face to become more rounder. She could not wait to get her new, short haircut. She moved her head from side to side, so that the helpless stylist made unnecessary mistakes, that he had to correct without any complaints. It ended up being too short, but elegant at the same time. Jessica could not help but stare at her sister, who looked like a fashion model with the old, cute haircut from the Roman civilization.

Sandy felt extremely lucky to be in the right place with her friends. She slipped into the soft, creamy chair and sat with her lips closed. She froze like an ice cream, because she was afraid to do something wrong. The now tired stylist worked slower. The magic of his hands converted Sandy’s thin, blonde hair into a smooth shape of elegance. The smiles of Jessica and Marie confirmed the joy of Sandy when she stood up from the creamy chair. Her new elegance was compared to a Greek goddess of beauty, when the tired stylist helplessly went for a rest on the creamy chair himself.

Minutes of laughter passed. The 3 happy girlfriends were transformed by the short haircuts for beautiful women. Their spirit and confidence floated on the clouds of joy. Smiling Sandy offered to visit her favorite restaurant for drinking fermented tea as a celebration of their new styles. Marie agreed while Jessica was talking to her phone. The unexpected news had come as a surprising present. Hopping around Jessica seemed to be very happy about the news that her phone transferred to her. She explained that the popular girl’s band offered her to
celebrate a wedding with them. They offered to meet for forbidden karaoke on the weekend. Jessica jumped with joy, she felt that she was floating on a soft silk of bliss and a voice inside her told to stay positive and do good things that will help her to find new energy and inspiration in life. She felt that something was guiding her towards personal happiness. She understood that her thoughts, words and actions led her to the professional hairstylist who improved her life with a magic of cute, short haircuts for women. She felt that this simple change would make a huge difference in her life.

Her mind opened up. The flowers appeared to be more colorful and the voices of the birds became more clear to Jessica Alba. The realized that nature is beautiful and all its good women were from a divine creation of a feminine goddess that was nature herself. Jessica understood that every mother in her life was a person of divine beauty that was hidden behind adornment, elegant dresses, cute haircuts and natural styling techniques that were celebrating the spirit of a natural woman. Jessica Alba, her sister Marie and the closest friend Sandy understood that it was a first step on the road of happiness for them. They understood that it came from within and that the universe was waiting for their call for a long time.
The spring began to bloom and everyone was thinking about picnics with friends and family. The streets were filled with happy couples, young and old. All life was busy looking for someone special and unique. The wind was warm and in some places it was raining yellow flower blossoms. The spirit of the season was influenced by the mild weather, the fragrant flowers and a warm temperature. Lovers loved this time of the year, when everyone was joyfully relaxed and lived to celebrate life on every day. Inside of her office room, after a long day of working, Angelina Jolie was like every loving mother looking forward to be home for spending time with her playful children.

On her way back home, Angelina could not help but notice, how beautifully everyone had decorated their homes with flowers and was enjoying the spirit of the fresh spring. A very pleasant thought sparkled in her mind and she could not wait to realize it. For quite some time now, she was planning for a special spring break party for her children. She was hoping to connect all of them in her house and make it special for her best family friends.

Angelina dreamed that the party would be like a fairytale and everyone would be dressed up as characters from the dreams of little children. She loved every moment of this imagination and she knew which characters each of her children would choose, while she herself wanted to dress up like an elegant snow queen. She quickly made a few phone calls and arranged for costumes, make up and party decorations.

Once at home, all six children were happy with the idea of a fairytale party during the fresh spring. Maddox wanted to dress up like Captain Hook from Peter Pan, Pax Thien wanted to be Pinocchio, Zahara was excited about dressing like the Mermaid Ariel, Shiloh loved to be Rapunzel, Knox and Vivienne
would be Hansel and Gretel. All had chosen their dream characters and Angelina Jolie was going to play the Snow White Queen of England. As a child, Angelina Jolie admired the character of the Snow Queen and wanted to dress up like her. After many years, now she had found an opportunity to do it in public, when her kids were having a wonderful time getting into the characters that each one of them had chosen.

Angelina wanted to invite many of her best friends with children and some of their best friends too. She quickly organized a guest list and everyone was excited about the creative fairytale party.

The costumes were delivered soon and the decoration team called to say that they too would come soon with all of their fluffy magic. However, there was still one important thing to do. Angelina’s favorite hairstylist was on vacation and she could not find a replacement in a short time. Despite several phone calls and asking of her friends, Angelina could not find help. She decided to go ahead and discover a solution herself.

After thinking deeper, Angelina Jolie looked into her favorite crystal ball from the magic Gimps.de shop of wonders. She needed help with her wavy hair. The mind was flooded with ideas and several wonderful options for the beautiful, short hair styles that would give her the classic Snow Queen look. Some of the long, easy hairstyles were so exotic that Angelina was tempted to pick one of the short, new hairstyles for women and go for a totally new look. Once she started, she could not stop herself from going through various cute pictures of the short hair styles for intelligent women.

From the available options of the short hairstyles for women hair, Angelina chose a very elegant and attractive hairstyle that suited her as well as one that went with the character of the Snow Queen. The hair was spontaneously cut on the same day, in a random beauty salon that she never visited before.

Angelina looked into her round mirror. She felt fresh and
happy again. She wanted to share her joy with friends and their children. She invited all of her closest friends with children to come to her magic party and try to imagine new hairstyles for various fairytale characters. Some were extremely happy to be invited. Others were excited and some could not attend, because they had other things to do.

The magic fairytale party began.

One by one the friends with children arrived and everyone was looking at the transparent glass ball from the fantastic Gimps.de shop. The ball was used to read the thoughts of the own mind. People looked inside the magic crystal ball to see what it would show to them. It was full of random shapes and colors that formed into pictures of short, new hairstyles for women. They were just imaginations, because the minds of the people were already inspired, influenced and impressed by the new, short hairstyle that helped Angelina to feel fresh and happy again.

As everyone gathered and started to communicate, they realized that they all had similar ideas and visions before. Just like Angelina Jolie, they too had dreamed of dressing up in costumes of fairytale characters from their childhood. The guests were extremely happy to have an opportunity for dressing up in funny costumes without feeling embarrassment. Susan, the children’s nanny always wanted to try something different, but was very shy and Angelina could sense this. She made a special attempt to help her out and suggested curly hairstyles for short hair of blond women. Susan chose a very stylish and trendy style that gave her face a totally new look. She felt on top of the world and more confident with herself.

One by one, each and every female guest started to share their dreams about having new and different, short hairstyles. Male and female guests formed little, separate groups. The female groups were busy going through the colorful pictures of short hairstyles for women’s hair. The male groups were talking about wood colors and construction methods. They
helped each other by giving suggestions and sharing experiences. The guests were thankful to be together. The spirit of the fresh spring was at its highest and Angelina Jolie with her husband were like magic fairies, helping out to make people's dreams to come true.

Looking at the excitement of adults, the children too wanted to imagine new hairstyles that suited their costumes and characters. Everyone was curious to discover how short hairstyles for round faces would change the classic fairytale characters. Zahara's friend Maya wanted to dress up like Cinderella. She imagined how the layered, short hairstyles for girls would look on Cinderella. She kept choosing one that would suit herself at best, so that finally her version of Cinderella became an amazing woman with a childish style of Maya herself.

Angelina's female friend, named Bella Swan, imagined herself in colorful pictures of beautiful women's short hairstyles for weddings. She imagined how she would be marrying the beast from the tale of "The Beauty and the Beast". She explained in a shy voice, that as a child she imagined that she would marry the beast, when it would turn into a beautiful prince, just when it was the right moment for her to compete with the other bride.

The fathers, the children and their moms were all set for the grand day with each and every one of them took great pleasure in getting dressed up in their costumes; putting on the mineral make up and of course with various new and cute, short hairstyles for women, they all looked like playful children. Soon the biggest party room was opened and all the children accompanied with their moms were looking beautiful, satisfied, peaceful and joyful.

Angelina Jolie's home was transformed into a spontaneous fairytale theater. Angelina felt complete and protected by her cute, new, short hairstyle of the Snow White Queen of England. Maya was a happy looking Cinderella with a layered, short hairstyle. Almost all of the guests were wearing
colorful costumes. The room was full with men and women pretending to be a Mermaid Ariel, a Chinese Mulan Fighter, a Shiva Goddesses and a Princess Leia. Each of the mothers with children looked as cute and content as a happy white kitten in the sunlight, just as fresh and cheerful as the season that they were celebrating. It helped Angelina to spread joy and happiness among her beloved family and friends.
Jessica Alba put her gentle fingers into her long, brown locks. She looked at the other women at the pool area of a five star hotel in Barcelona. A surprising similarity attracted her attention. It appeared to Jessica, that the successful, beautiful women around her were wearing very similar short haircuts for round faces. The colors were different, but the length and elegance were very similar. She looked at a relaxed woman at the other side of the pool. The Asian woman was cleaning her red bikini from the drops of violet juice that she was drinking. Her short hair was very edgy, with sharp ends at the bang and soft, textured layered along the sides. It was died into a light, red-brown color of joy. Jessica thought that the henna color was too rebellious for herself.

Jessica Alba loved her comfortable European vacation. In Barcelona, she was surrounded every day by other Latinos who looked like angels. Their well-toned bodies were complimented by the latest celebrity haircuts for short hair styles. Their trendy clothes were unique, colorful and very natural. Jessica felt that she was falling behind the latest fashion trends that she needed to follow for her own career. She was not able to keep up with all of the fashions lately, because she had been spending massive amounts of time with her children at home. Jessica did enjoy to be surrounded by her children, but she also felt that she has been losing contact with the bigger universe. She lost her freshness of elegance to the normal women who were wearing different designer dresses now.

Feeling the heat of the sun, Jessica Alba looked around again. She noticed a group of female doctors who had new haircuts for short women. These new styles of short haircuts for women improved their round faces and made their feminine shoulders to appear stronger and smoother. Jessica began to admire them secretly. She looked down at her belly. It was firm
and well-tanned under her new, African bikini. She trained for a month in the yoga school of Gimps.de to become thinner and healthier after her pregnancy. The stretching exercises helped her to become happier about her body again. She smiled with joy about herself.

Jessica closed her eyes and leaned back into her soft tanning chair. She thought to herself that she needed a trip to the beauty salon to refresh her appearance. She imagined how it would help her to become motivated again to go outside of her private villa more often. The European vacation in Spain was her first public event in a year. She spoke to her husband in the morning and had decided to stay alone in the exclusive, luxury hotel in order to enjoy the sunshine, the swimming pool and the servants that allowed her to be messy as long she wanted it. She expected her older sister Angelina Jolie to be arriving soon to join her.

Jessica leaned forward to put both of her soft hands into a green designer bag at the side of her lounger. She pulled out a large book about colorful female fashion. It was bound in white cotton. The golden letters on the cover said “History of Short Haircuts in Pictures.” The book contained a large photo collection of hip looking women with popular, urban styles and messy looks for women with thick and straight Asian hair. Jessica kept turning the pages with lazy speed, until she landed in the chapter about Latino women with modern, short haircuts for round faces. She started to smile.

Sweet styling ideas flooded the happy soul of Jessica Alba. She was looking at the cute pictures of short haircut styles for women and imagined herself and her sister Angelina with identically matching women’s haircuts for short hair styles. The funny pictures of the naturally bound styling book of Gimps.de sparked her creativity. She dreamed about walking the red carpet with her sister Angelina in her arm. She imagined the elegant evening dresses that they would be wearing. She imagined how they would be smiling at photographers and have
fun together. And then Jessica realized, that some part of her was missing public attention and the celebrity lifestyle that she was trying to get away from. She remembered how much she thrived on it. She remembered how feminine, strong and loved she felt, when the crowd of fans was cheering her. She wanted to share this emotion with her sister.

Walking slowly, Angelina Jolie finally arrived at the pool. Jessica Alba hugged her beloved sister with a genuine smile. Happy Angelina unwrapped her Indian sari to show her long, polished legs. She lied down and very next to Jessica on the adjacent lounge chair. Thinking about her health, she covered her softly tanned skin with a natural sun blocking product. Jessica secretly looked at Angelina's head through her golden sunglasses. She was thinking about short haircut styling ideas that would look elegant on her sister's head. She smiled with a knowing smile of expectation.

Angelina began to suspect. She asked inquiringly: “What is it?”. Jessica smiled with a cute, asking smile. She proposed to go to a birthday party of her friend together. She said that her husband would stay with the children at home, so that they could be enjoying to be together in public again. “But first”, she said. “We need a change”. Angelina began to feel pushed and uncomfortable. “Do we?”, she asked in a strict voice. Jessica laughed innocently. She confessed that she needed a change and wanted her sister to help her to find more courage to be more comfortable about it. Jessica Alba confessed to Angelina that she wanted to share the powerful feeling of renewal with her. She promised that it will connect them closer together.

Unknowing what to expect, Angelina asked about the type of change that her cheeky sister wanted. Jessica remained silent for a minute, until she found courage to say: “Let's get new, short haircuts for successful women.”

Surprised Angelina Jolie stood up. “You are asking too much!”, she said. Her voice became slightly angry and lost, because she loved her brunette, medium length layered haircut
and wanted to keep it, until it would grow long again. Smiling Jessica Alba tried to calm her sister down. She explained that she had mystical visions in her dream about herself and Angelina. Both of them had beautiful, short haircuts for blond women in her dream. She explained that it would look good on them. She promised to go shopping together after the change and get natural hairstyling products for short haircuts and styles. Angelina remained unconvinced. Desperate Jessica promised to invite Angelina to a lunch and to buy her a new evening dress.

Wise Angelina Jolie finally understood that her sister Jessica desperately needed a change to stay mentally healthy. She realized that she needed to give up herself to make her sister happy. She asked in a soft voice: “Will it look great on us?” “Yes, Yes, Yes!” said Jessica. She promised that they would become different, beautiful and magic, because they would feel more professional, strong and independent.

Angelina Jolie smiled at her sister with a playful excitement. She agreed to have the exact same, short haircut for celebrities as her sister. She agreed to go to the birthday party with her, because she loved her company and wanted to feel closer to her. “Fantastic Joy!”, exclaimed Jessica. She kissed and hugged her sister with tears. From that day, the feelings of love and warmth were flowing stronger between them.
IX. On the Peripherals
With their isolated objects and unique pieces that demonstrate a personal style and speak volumes about the giver and receiver, museums generally only teach the basic elements of a complex history based on the idea that content commands shape while holding up beautifully to the rigors of everyday use in ten rooms, with an imposing décor, divided into an ante-chamber, dining room, reception room, second reception room arranged for winter, a small library, a small social room and bedrooms with closets, all with plates, dishes and pictures hung on the walls, the walls themselves painted with complex motifs and floors paved with lavender, sage, oregano, marjoram, rosemary, pennyroyal and other similar herbs.

The revolution culminated in an extensive renovation of the internal allocation of apartments, sacrificing everything to fashion, to social significance, lightness, and order, in a superabundance of ornaments, sculptures, and decorative furniture, beginning with a large communal room, conceived for a less grandiose but also a more agreeable life, containing both a harpsichord and a four-poster bed, heavily curtained, usually near the fireplace, and a door open on to the succession of other rooms, a series of rooms opening off each other, where the guests are shown gathering for a lavish banquet.

On the right a long procession of fur-clad bourgeois coming from the Town Hall. In the background the countryside.

The center shows a homely interior in primitive, “steep” perspective where unnoticed an angel stays a table that threatens to overturn and topple its text, along with three lilies in a vase, the center bud unbloom’d, and a brass candlestick with smoldering candle, spark visible within its wick, its halo replaced by a brass pot, and, followed by kneeling patrons, it waits to speak to a seated, reading, bourgeois figure, a woman absorbed in a book,
leaning against a bench in front of the fireplace before a beautiful open window of fixed leaded glass panels with movable wooden leaves that could be either double or single, while a tiny Christ floats down toward her womb from the oculus window, cross in tow.

The story is in full bloom now: spicy mums and bluebells sprawl across creeping vines of pointelle finer than snow powder and more intoxicating than a million flowers filled with fluffy petals and trimmed with velvet above an empire waist color-blocked with leaves, wild poppies and exotic flora in blushing pinks and rich browns where the fruit of far-off vineyards ripens on a pintucked emerald garden scene inset of copper sketched with buds pushing through a snowy stretch of cotton, the color of blurred meadows across which a green thumb’s handiwork emerges on uncut corduroy drenched in blossoms and parasols, full moons and fronds.

I’ve lost all sense of time, hand chiseled with a mysterious lyric and hand blown in antiquated brass hardware where this antique replica contrasts a distressed patina with an ebonized poplar, evoking the very same craftsmanship and timeless elegance of its Victorian predecessors’ very own evocation of the traditional Spanish-style ironwork and Japanese tailoring that transformed hand knit peach cashmere into an artful, asymmetrical presentation of warmth as fluttery as an open knit pointelle in a hue favored by romantic heroines.

Everything is heightened and abundant with Turkish scrolls or a seductive twist of crimson-twisted bodice and airy dolman sleeves, with black intarsia patterns updating this cozy fireside classic behind a white-washed wood frame candy-flecked with princess seams and sour-lemon topstitching over an empire waist exquisitely tailored of silk chiffon in a shade tantalizingly tart with bows adding a regal touch to hand-tooled golden suede with a hint of preppy prettiness in a mandarin
collar and three welt pockets whose olive-grey leather gives way to a canvas interior of lengthy noir cotton offset with ivory pointelle on a gilded and glowing empire bodice with mother-of-pearl side ties, which cinch the empire waist.

We rode for days in smoldering ash velvet with stunningly modern dainty lace details, grommets and ribbons whose inverted pleats give melodious, tonal whipstitching a girlish movement of swirling as colorful musings emerge on ivory-mottled wool with dramatically draped folds of cotton poplin spilling toward a lightly boned bodice spritzed with champagne dots, doused with flocked checks, frothy lace and skinny insets of velvet on fluffy cotton voile that asymmetrically skims the legs, until there was nothing but this slim expanse of vanilla wool, a fantasyland of sunshine stripes bluer than the Baltic sea shaped in the likeness of sylvan denizens across which a snow-driven, ebonized mahogany adds a Finnish flourish to silky Egyptian cotton as beautiful as a whirling dervish in a snow-cloud hue on an expanse of emerald leather dividing a loamy field of arcs of ice-like glass melted by a winter sun warming a wild dreamscape of suede, metallic leather, and smooth shards of mirrored glass striated like desert sand on a blizzard's worth of wool that falls way past the hips in a verdant expanse of eyelet cotton.

An update of a classic is a hand-carved geometric triptych with a burnt finish and geometric platforms forming endless configurations as a bold motif for modern environments, a virtually eternal springtime for the stylish tribute to Danish mid-20th-century design in its natural simplicity, really a sign of spring's sumptuous seating and functional forms of modern, modular storage for any room in the house fitted out with clean, contemporary settings with deep insets to complement photos and art exhibiting pressed flora flourishing in modern
environments full of comfortable seating with a contemporary slant or hip seating with modern upholstery and thick, comfortable padding handwoven of metasequoia wood, but really more a streamlined simplicity than comfortable seating with appealing geometry and curvaceous shapes in a striking springtime palette forming substantial contemporary silhouettes for serious entertaining, less frill or petal than urban forest of oxidized silver-finish bronze botanical motifs in contrast silhouette on aluminum.

Well-defined reflection is the ultimate luxury, and modern geometry consists of the smooth hardware of classic geometry cast in a new light with extending arm and pivoting shade that conceal and reveal focused illumination that is the simple yet substantial shimmer and shine of light reflected in clear glass cloches, adding visual drama and protecting pillar candles on a mirror top providing ample space for *objets* to reflect on a shapely solid wood base of simple assembly.

A modern take on the classic wingback, that is, an airy modern take on the classic canopy bed where abstract birds make for a cozy nest on a gunmetal finish cutting a striking vista of organic texture and shape in substantial scale and in the style of a long, low expanse keeping the look as clean and contemporary as a contemporary wave splashing across soft, absorbent pile loomed from silken, yarn-dyed and reversible cotton, streamlined and supple starched cotton voile displays of a bold marine motif in verdure or mist, strikes the viewer.

A moody, modernist illumination with a chocolate base and a mossy, white or sky shade, part table lamp, part conversation piece, crafted of white resin with a polished silver base, and topped with a white fabric shade from the school of modern cubism mixed with modular versatility where primitive patterns form an intricate, modern maze on soft, hand-tufted wool is not shown.
Art for inner space handmade from stainless steel and given a reflective mirror finish: “intimate conversations,” natural objects of beauty.

Black stretch velvet of rayon, silk, and spandex (not shown) cropped to let the sequined scoopneck sleeveless shell of pure silk georgette peek out beneath the hem of black stretch silk and cheetah-print, ruffle-detailed fitted spandex of rose and tan French taffeta, beautifully hued russet and, gold brocade of polyester and rayon with a regal stand collar over a classic short-sleeve in golden silk and chocolate polyester of rayon, wool, and spandex, black rayon, and silk burnout velvet with piano fringe, silk charmeuse sleeveless scoopneck shell, and Asian-print silk burnout velvet mandarin-collar and black silk velvet with multicolored beading on emerald green wool and silk with seaming, two-button detail, and softly curved lapels in sheer floral-print silk over black silk with red border print on ivory pure silk stand-collar top with smocked waist and tie detail over fluid brown silk white cotton crochet with sequined edging and sheer white mesh lining of white sheer lace of rayon and nylon with portrait collar, scalloped edges, and three-quarter sleeves trimmed with black suede and taupe, pink, red, and green floral embroidery of petal-soft featherweight cashmere (specify Rain or Black) and sheer red silk over black elastic-waist silk of stonewashed cotton and spandex with multicolored rhinestones decorating silk chiffon with velvet ribbon inset detail and velvet back-slit rayon and silk (specify Chocolate or Black) with pleated detail imported of triacetate and polyester camel and black scroll-print cashmere with cascading ruffle-edge detailing in Italian wool tissue crepe in dark ginger magnolia print on cotton and silk knit jewel-neck of Italian wool and beautifully draped cashmere double-faced wool in oatmeal and ivory in polyester, wool, and supple suede with seam detail
(specify Red Maple, Chocolate, Cedar, or Black) of finely
knit rayon and Lycra of viscose and wool of toffee melton
mélange of pure Italian wool, wheat merino wool, camel
hair, and spandex of rayon, nylon, and spandex in a
supple sued panel-blocked full lining printed matelassé of
cotton, silk, polyester, and pima cotton with detail in
winter white cuffs of imported cotton and pink finely knit
with black tulle ruffle trim, interlaced satin ribbon,
scalloped edges, faux-pearl of cotton, and removable
corsage detail of rayon leopard-print in pure camel and
red lightweight ruffled-edge cashmere of whiskey brown
knitted natural mink from China of wool, acrylic, and
alpaca with black ribbed wooden-bead detail mesh inset
of rayon and cotton across mahogany brown fluid with
cheetah-print, brown trim, and matching scarf and brown
Italian leather encrusted with crystals and rose logo
detailing on black quilted leather with detachable dyed
rabbit-fur collar with scalloped trim, delicate smoking,
and ruffles at the wrists of classic black stretch silk crepe
detailing black rayon with ivory silk waterfall-hem and
autumn suiting must-haves in refined wool flannel
pleated ivory and grey scroll-detailed chenille with rayon,
silk, wool, and Lycra in black crocodile-embossed leather
white cotton voile with ruched detail of pumice and a
geometric-print of pure silk and ribbon-cut brown leather
pink cashmere with crystal kitty detail in plush cashmere
with rolled-edge detail and baby-cable cashmere with
ribbed sleeves and back over espresso wool knit and
wheat bouclé shawl-collar micro-stretch in chocolate
godet-pleated crepe of pure Italian wool (specify Nouveau
Blue, Camel, or Heathered Grey) with broken-cable
detailing (specify Toffee Apple, Nori Green, or Wheat) and
seam detail (specify Artichoke, Blood Orange, or
Chanterelle) with contrast whipstitching (specify
Plum/Garnet or Espresso/Putty) and a contrasting black
bateau-neck underlayer in petal-soft cashmere with
detachable hood and elasticized drawstring in a vibrant mix of colors and patterns complemented by hand embroidery and faux-coin accents of heathered black mélange linen glistening with cubic zirconia accessories beautifully draped in red and black dash print with twisted bodice detail.